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A
s you begin to read this hook from the Domestic,Policy Association% you are joining thousands of
Americans who are participating. in communities all across the country in the third season of the
National Issues Forum. This is a collaborative effort to achieve an ambitious goal ---- to bring Ameri-

cans together every year to address urgent domestic issues. `-..
This series was conceived and organized by the Domestic Policy Association; which represents the

pooled resources of a nationwide network of organizations including libraries aild colleges, museums
and membership groups, service\clubs and community cganizations. It is an effort that has a special signif-
icance in an election year. The Domestic Policy. Association (lees not advocate'any specific; point of view, .

Its goal ,is -not to argue the merits of particular solutions, but tolitimulate debate about what is,in the public
interest. The National Issues Forum is not another symposium for evert opinion, or an occasion for parti-
san politics.. Rather, it provides a forum in which concerned citizens can discuss specific public issues, air -

their differences, think them through, and work toward acceptable solutions.4
/

Each year, the convenors of this nationwide effort choose three domestic policy issues for discus-
sion. This year's topics:are.environmontal protections health care oasts, and jobs and the jbblcss. These are

4- urgent issues that have been prominent in the news. In each of these areas new realities have to be faced,
and important choices tvade: lb address them is to raise serious questiows about our values and priorities;. .

.' they cannot be viewed only from the perspective of particular interests orritticAn politic, ,
0

1 There is an issue book like this one for each of the topics. Th e issue books are intended as a guide
to

1'

these menus conic
with a price tag z shed.

Ii
..

As the people who have participated ih the National Issues Forum over the past two years know, the
forumprocess doesn't begin and end in local meetings. The DNA schedules a series of national meetings
each yelir to convey to elected leaders then views that emerge from these meetings. Oiie of those Meetings
will take pace this coming sprang at the John E. Kennedy Presidential Library in Boston. The enthusiastic

,.. 0
resrinse to these forums over the past two years indicates that leaders are interested in your considered

feelings canjudgment about these issues. So that your thoughts and feeimp L be conveyed in these meetings, we have
'provided an issue ballot at the beginning and end of this bOok. Moie you beAreading and after you have
attended the !bikinis and given somt thought to the,,issue, I urge you to fill Out those ballots and mail them

.
back to us. ' ' ,

`ttfhe Domestic Policy Association's goal is to help citizens engage in discussions about what is in the
public terest!' As the editor of these issue tooks, I'm pleased to welOme you to this conimon effort.

1

Keith,Melvill '.

Editor-in-Chief
National Issues Forum /

A - ,Domestic Policy. Association
5335 Par Hills Avenue
Dayton,AOH 45429
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l'ITATIO AL ISSUES FORUM,\
Difficult Choices a out Enifironmental Protection

One of the'reasons why people participate in the National Issues Forum is,that they, mint letidetsito knot' how,
they feel abotit these issues. The Domestic Policy As.,sociatiOn has prOmised to convey a sense of your thinking
On the topic of environmental protection both' locally and lit the national level. In order. to present ;our thoughts'
and feelings about this issue, we'd like you to fill out this. short questionnairefiefbre'you,,attend forum iinotings
(or Vlore you read this issue book, if you buy it elsewhere), and Ifiiother short questionnaire whiehlippears
taliend of this issue book after the forum (or alter' you've read this material). ,

The "deader at' your local fqrum will ask you to hand in this ballot at the end of Vie forum sessions. If it is
-inconvenient to do that, or if you cannot attend the meeting, please send the completed ballot to the DPA .in the
attached envelope. In ease no envelope is enclosed, you.Aould sc/nd this .ballot to the Domesti Policy Association
at 5335 Far Hlls. Avenue, Dayton, Ohio 45429. A report suntmarizing participants'.views II be available from
the DPA next spring.

Part
. For each,item below, check the appropriate box to i dicate if it is something
Fd we should do now

something we shmild not do under any circumstance

Proposals:

A. Dra g the line on safety:

0).

1. prevent industry from manufacturing products until it is known that they arc safe

PRO: In the lace of uncertainty, we .hav( to err on CON: R isk is the price of all technological progress;
the side of safety. Many products once believed to if-we insist on "zero risk," It will cimail
be safe have turned out to he dangerous

-

2.. Require, companies to inv'est,in the newest and most 'effective pollution control
technology

4. ..,, ..

PRO: kinvironntental pollution should he limited to CON: Such requirements mnk, be costly in (Cain;
the greatest extent possible of prices, jobs, and the .ability of 'American com-

panies to compete

4

ShOuld Should
00 Not Not
It* Do Sure

1

ti

3. Nisi on strict enforcementof environmental standards regardless of its effect on
jobs or profits

,

PRO: Public health is a paramoUnt concern Dint CON: We must strike a balance between tontrolling .

., outweighs all others ' . -pollution and other national goals such as eco-
nomic prosperity and low unemployment

IL dfAssigning responsibility for environmental damages: ..

1 1

4. Change the laws to make it easier for those whose health has been damaged by
environmental hazardslo be promptly compensated

, PRO: Victims have a right to prompt compensa- CON: Sola), people could make a plausible claim
tion, something that current laws do not provide that their health has been damaged that the courts'

would he Hooded with litigation; settlemats might
kT.pose an unbearable burden on some industries

., .
1"`

4

$

1



goods which we all MC

4

(

5. Make t+, government, not industry, pray most of (ITV tort of cleaning up old haz-
.

ardouS' Waste dumps

PRO: Allistes gencroted'hy the production of

Should Shogid
Do No!

Sow Do

CON: Corporations that dumped their wastes bene-
fited most directly, and they. not the taxpayers
-- should bear all the cost of cleanup

6: Ixpand the cleanup of hazardous waN.te dumps,, even if taxes'. have to be raised
sull"Stantially for. both corporations and individuals

. . ....-

PRO: Cleuning up the hatarflous waste sites around CON: Neither orpomtiohs nor individuals can af-
the nation requires much mbk money than is cur- (Ord to pay hi her taxes . ,

rend), devoted to this task' ..,
...-- ., A.,...-- 4-.

1 1

C. Balancing Current costs against potential hazards:

7. Require individuals and 4:.orporations to recycle hazardous wastes

7--

PRO: The prodoction of these substances poses .0 CON: With current tqhnology, recycling is both
seven" health threat to C u inn it and future generations Unpractical and too 6xpcnsive

L

8. Severely restrict the disposal of hazardous wastes in landfills

Not
WO,

1

n

I

H
PRO: Laridtills arc intrinsically unsafe and will CON: Landfills are the cheapest method of dispos-

eveinually leak ing of haiimillus wastes and thiiy our also getting
, , - safer and safer ,

-or

9. Pmhibitlfe saleof common goods such as plaoic garhage'bags and synthetic fabrics
I -

wliose production generates.hazardous wastes . '\
PRO: Alternative products are available and eve CON: To ban all such goods would require major
should use them . changes in'our lifestyle

P rt II:
Check the approprit litYx to indicate whether you agree or disagree with -each of these statements.

Agree Disagree Not Sure
10.-We're not doing nearly enough as ti nation to protect ourselves
- or the environment from pollution

it Existing environmental regulations- already pose an unneces-
sarily large burden on many American industrie4.

12. 1 wtftild he willing-to pay more as a taxpayer or consumer to
ensure a cleaner and safer cnvimninent

Part III:
Backgr.ound Questions

1
o

4

13.\Pid you part itrpate in a DPA for.unt /an year?
Yes , Li
No , 1:..] ,-

tl_
14. Did you (ot: will you) participateiin DPA tip -..

runt~ on other topics this year?
Yes

No

A

V

r Li

15. Which of tkesc age groups
Unde'r 18 ,

18 to- 29

are you in?

Ej

.30 to 44
45 to 64

, 65 and over

16. Are you a man or toot. n?
/' Mane

Woman

4

4

.1. . ,f

41.
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The Ddmestic Policy Association
The Domestic Policy Association is a nonprofit, nonpartisan
association devoted to raising the level of public- awareness and

discussion about important public issues. It consists of a na-

tionwide network of institutions colleges and universities.

libraries, service clubs, membership groups, and civic. organ- ti

izatiims -7:that bring citizens together to discuss public issues.
The DM represents theirtioint efforts to enhance what they
already do by working with a.eommon schedule and common
matei-ials. In addition to convening meetings each fall in hundreds

of communities in every region of the country. the DPA also
convenes meetings at which it brings citizens and national lead-

ers together to discuss these issues and the outcome of com-

munity forums.
Each year, participating institutions selec t the topics that

will he discussed in the Issue Forums.-On behalf of the Do-
mestic Policy Association, the Public Agenda Foundation a

nonprofit, nonpartisan research tlnd education organization that

devises and tests new means of taking national issues to (het

public prepares issue hooks and dinussith guides for use

in these forums. The Domestic Policyjitssociationyelconks
questions about the program, and invites individuals and or-

ganizations interested in joining t his network to write to.. The
Domestic Policy Association, 5335 Far Hills Avenue; Dayton,

Ohio 45429.

t.

Copyright 0-) 1984, Domestic Policy Association
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The Gross National Byr
Progress has been made in redticiirig air and water pollution. But the
flatlet( is just beginning to confront the environmental problems
caused by other more insidious pollutants.

Acceptable RisksIlhouceptable Hazards

4

10

What is at issue in the debate,over the.environment are some.basie
questions which in.a slightly different form we face in our daily
lives. Which riskS-can we live with, even if we-'d prefer not to?

Assigning e_sponsibility for a Legacy of Neglect 16

Aware now that there tire thousands of potential Love Canal sites
across the country, we are beginning to realize what ill will cost to
clean up-abandoned dump sites. Choices need to be made about who
should bear those costs, and how individuals should be compensated
for damages.

Deciding What To Do about thk_Wastes We Produce Today

Almost 300 million tons of hazardous wastes are produced each year.
But there is no consensus abourwhere those wastes should go, or
what should be done tt) reduce that amount.

DefiniNan Environmental Ethic 28

We want a healthy economy and environmental protection,
ine*pensive goods and high sal standards, plentiful jobs and
protection against future he' iazards-. The debate over the
environment.isa debate abo t tide-offs and priorities.

23
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The Gross National
By-product

, I Progress has been .

made in reducing air
and water pollution.
But the nation is just
beginning to confront
the environmental
problems caused by

. other more insidious
pollutants.11

19.

k

At a time when matters cif environmental policy arc prominent

on the public agenda. and when environmentaLproblems rang-.

ing from acid rain to toxic substances are prominent in the news,

it is easy, to lose sight of the fact ttit widespread concern for

the environment is fairly recent. The Environmental Protection
Agency itself is just 14 years old.

For years, There was little regard for the environment . Cow-

sidering the vast expanse of nature, it hardly seemed necessary

to think-about ecology or environmental stewardship. People

took 'pride in the productivity of mokestack industries without
paying much attention to the fact that the smoke pouring outof,
factories was both unpleasant And unhealthy. The Wastes pro-

,

duced by industrial society our gross national by-product

'were largely ignored.

An Emerging Awareness

But in the 1960s there was growing concern about pollution

and an emetling awareness that nature is a household which

operates ace tiling to certain rules. The first of those rules, as

environmentalists pointed out, is that you can't simpfy throw
'things oqt. Everything must go somewhere. As satirist ibm

.00 Lehrer put it, "What you dump into the hay. they drink for

lunch in San Jose."
The second rule of ecology is that everything is connected

to everything else. A dry cell battery containing mercury is

manufactured, purchased, used, and thrown out. But where

does it go? First, it is placed in,a garbage can whose contents

are collected and taken to an incinerator..There, the mercury
.?

from the battery is heated, producing mercury vapor a toxic

substance emitted by the incinerator stack. That vapor is scat-,

tered by the wind, and part or it falls as rain into a mountain
lake. Bacteria in ON lake convert it into methylated. mercury,
which is soluble and ingested by the fish. Since it cannot be

metabolized, the mercury accumulates in the fish's organs and

flesh. When the fish is caught and eaten, the mercury is dc-

posited in the organs of the iishetman, where it.is.potentially.

hannful. Enjoying his chance to get away to "unspoiled" na-

ture, and his good fortune at having fresh dish for dinner, the

fisherman is unaware that he has just taken a slight 0ditional
risk .to his healtteas part of the price of the convenience of the

flashlight he uses.
That wiis Rachel Carson's point in Silent-Spring, one of

'The most influential books of the 1960s in heightening people's

awareness of the damage humans arc inflicting on.the environ-

ment. Troubled by the growing threat to thetnyn-onment posed

by industriaF'products, slik; was particularly concerned about the

impact Of pesticides. The book paints a vivid *Rae of the
complex process by which DDT works itis wry up through the

food chain in ever-increasing concentrations until it proves fatal

to birds and produces. a silent spring. 1t- was a cautionary

tale and a warning that, indirectly and inadvertentry, we arc

1

4
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poisoning both ourselves and the environment around us.

"We have put poisonous and biologically .potent chemicals
indiscriminately into the hands o -ople largely ignorant of
their potential for harm," wrote 'el Carson. "We have sub-
jected enormous numbers of people to contact with these poi-

.

sons, without their consent and often without their Knowledge.

If the Bill of Rights contains no guarantee that a citizen shall
he secure ag,ainst.lethaf poisons. it t,s surely only.beitiuse our

forviathers ----.despite their considerable wisdom and foresight
could conceive of no such problem. Thitis an. eh of spe-

cialisR, each (fit whom sees his Myti problem, and is unaware
of the larger frame. into which it fits. it is also atl dominated
by industry, in which the right to Make a dollar at whatever cost
is seldom challenged. The public is being asked to assume the
risks. The public ntiist decide whether it wishes to continue on
the present road."

As a result of the envirohmental activism of the 1960g.,
people were startled into the realization that the balance of na-
ture is precarious. that unwanted substanc0; cannot simply he
dm away, that what we do to the environment will have an
inn n the health and welfare of oUr grandchildren. And

e began to realize that the most serious public health prob-

lems today resuli from our technical ingenuity and our con-
sumption patternS. By the end of that decade many Americans

were convinced that pollution in its various forms is one
1)1 thy nation'~ serious problems imd wanted something done
abo t it.

Progress on Air and Water Pollution

The most conspicuous sign that the public had come to regard
environmental protection as a civil liberty, a guarantee it wants

and expects (ruin the government': was the creation of the En-
wironmental Protection Agency in 1970. The EPA's mandate
was to coordinate -effective government action to assure the
protection of the environment by abating and conwilling pi-
tmann on a systematic basis.-

In 1970, when the first "Earth Day'' was held, mos/ of
the environmental concern focused on conventional pollutants,
on the quality of the air and water. 'There was good reason to
hq concerned about both of them. In the first few months of its'
existence, the EPA calculated that some 74 million Americans

'were'being exposed to air that did not meet the standards of the

newly amended Clean Air Act. The nation's water Was also
discouragingly had. At the time. )0 percent of the country's
watersheds were rep(10ed. to he

Throughout the I970s..substantial progress was made on
conventional-pollutants. From 1975 on, the EPA reported steady

progress in reducing major air pollutants including carbon mon-

oxide, lead, and sulfur dioxide. In some cities, the impro4ement
in air quality was quite dramatic. In Portland, Oregon, fur ex-
ample, the number of days in which air quality. was considered

"If the Bill of Rights
contains up guarantee
that a citizen shall I)e
secure against lethal
poisons, it is surely
onty bscairse our
forerahers
conceive of no such
probleM. The public is
being asked to assume'
the risks. The public
must decide whether it
wishes to continue on

. the present road."
-Rachel Carson,
Silent Spring

4
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unhealthy declined from 250 in 1973 to 70 in 1978.

\ While the nation's water was not improving at the same
rapid rate as its-air, the water quality in many lakes and streams

Was getting better. By 1980, fish that had not seen in'years

were returning to the Potomac, the -Hudson, and other rivers

that had been seriously polluted.

Hazardous Wastes
As progress has been made on air and water quality, attention ,

has turned to other environmental threats. The symbols of en-

vironmental concern have changed from oil-soaked seagulls

and cities wrapped in industrial smog to Love canal and Times

Beach. Today. there is growing public apprehension about other

pollutants and particularly about hazardous substances. The
4 dangers resulting from spills, tuky landfills, and illegal dump-

ing are both staggering and unknown:Some of the most difficult

choices this nation faces on environmental protection arc now'

posed by hazardous wastes. By focusing on hazardous wastes,

as we will throughout this-issue nook, we can explore some of

life choices posed by a variety of pollutants.
What, exactly, are hazardous wastes they are the by-

prtiducts of much of what we consume, the KU stances WC use

to keep our cars running, to paint ourholises, to eeprtti ?Cod
tk

from spoiling. Over the past 40 years, the chemical industry

ci
has,expanded enormously. DuPont's slogan' 17retter things

for tilteihivine through chemiStry" became the nation's. A-
large market develo3d for prbducts that were virtually On-

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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known before the Second World War, including new pesticides,

-solvents, and industrial cleaners., Plastic prochiets ranging from
table utensils: sandwichwraps, and disposable diapers to plastic

tubing and industrial valves are now a part of our everyday
lives. In the words of one analyst of the chemical industry,
Michael brown, "Cgemicals pervade our lives.,We bruish our

teeth with fluoride compounds, rub on propylene glycol de-

odorants, clothe ourselves in rayon and nylon, talk on plastic

phones, walk on synthetic tiles, live in rooms whose walls are

coated with chemical-laden paints."
The problem is that as a by-product of their manufacture

the chemical industry generates a great 'many hazardotts wastes,

about 70 percent of all such wastes. The rest of those wastes
conic from paper mills and textile firms, leather tanneries and

electroplaters.
The EPA defines as,hazardous any substance that is ignit-

able, corrosive, reactive, or toxic .which is to say an' waste

that if improperly disposed of "poses a substantial hazard to
human health or the environment.- The Code of Federal Reg-
ulationi contains a two-and-a-liAll page list of hazardous sub-
stances, including carbon tetrachloride, tt solvent (and a

suspected 6Iircinogen)s, Curette 442 and Vinyl.Chloride, both

used in the plastic industry (and suspected to be carcinogens);
DUE and C -.56, insect killers (both acutely toxic); and such
substances as lead and mercury which have various uses (and

are also toxic).
Although a precise etdculation of the amount of hazardous

wastes produced each year is difficult to make, it is estimated

11
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that almost 300 million tons of hazardous \yaw pour out of .,

American Factories each year ,,-- an amount equiValent to what
.

would be required to fill the Noe Orleans Superdome from floor
to ceiling once a day.

A Legacy of Neglect

Where do those wastes go? For years, many ind9stries were
quite casual about disposing of their by-products. pumping,
rather than waste management, was the order of the day. Wastes

were disposed of in ponds, underground wells, abpdoned mine

skills, or they were simplydumped in municipal bpdfills. "Until

recently," as Representative Albert Gore wrote in a 1980
Congressional Report, "land was perceived to be an awesome
sponges a R.si lent reservoir which would readily absorb ally
chemical concoction that man could brew."

,-,.. v..

After years of assuming that undesirable wastes could sim-

ply he thrown away. it juts become increasingly clear that barrtls \

_eventually begin to Ink, that chemicals that were out of sight
and mind arc now seeping into the water and our food, affecting

the envilonwitt and our health in unsuspected ways. The EPA
reports that 90 percent of the hazardous wastes produced tire
not disposed of properly, and that as a result of past neglect
there arc at least 22,(X.)0 potentially dangerous chemical dump

sins scattered across the Country.

The evidence of that neglect has become tragically obvious
in dozens of communities. In Woburn, Massachusetts, for CX-

ample, I I children who lived within a half' mile of wells that
were condemned in 1979 because of chemical contamination
developed leukemia within a few fears. In California's Silicon
Valle)). residents of a tree-lined development called Los Pastes

noticed what seemed to be an unusual number of birth d 'ects,
which were later at nited t chemical cleaning solv Is that
seeped intolocal %well. from

.
the tank of a ii`earbyl:electronics

firm.
.

In what became the most widely publicized instane"e i)
f*-chemical contamination, residents of a neighborhood nearNi-

agara Falls started, to report not only strange . lors and oozing'(

chemicals in their basements, but also rashes: a .gies, and aft

unusually high incidence of serious-illness. ..ove Canal, which
was lino ly evacuated and declared a dis stet area? drevs) the
nation's attention to hazardous' wastes.

New Hazards, Harder Choices

!laving achieved some success in reducing air and water pot.
lutions the nation now faces more subtle and insidious haiards.

The "easy moves" in combating environmental pollution -.
eflOrts to contain the most yisible.lOrms of pollution have

already hen taken: The choices facing us now are harder Ones,

for several reasons. The experience of the past fa, years in-,
themes hoW' costly it is going to he to implement the goals
implied in tilt majo.pieces.of environmental legislation. f91-

I

7
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The EPAVPridective Umbrella
Established in 1970, the 13nVironniental Protection Agency

ctmsoiidated the federal government's program against.pol-
lutiota of.1K.. air, water, and land. Its main responsibilities

fall into five categories.

Protecting Air Quality

The Clean Air Athol 1970 (amended in 1977) 6tablishes
emission standards for cars and factories. The act estab

lishes specific goals for different areas of the country.

Protecting Water Quality

The Water Pollution Control Act of 1972 was designed to
,

control discharges into rivers, lakes, and the ocean.'ll re-
quires.permits for discharges intp the ocean and lines of up

10-$50,000 For dumping hazardous substances into the

water.

. Protection Against Pesticiiles

. The Federal Insecticide, Fungicide and Rodenticide Act of
1947 (FlItRA) (updated in 1972 and 1978), requires that

pest icicles be regiStered, appropriately labeled. and properly

used. EPA is empowered to him, cancel:or suspend the use

of pesticides tinder F1FR A.

Regulating Potentially flazardousl$ub t es

The Toxic kSubstance Control Act of 1976 (TS regulates

new ixnentially hazardous substances and requires,. chemical

manufacturers to research the possible health and environ-

mental effects of proposed products..
4:1/4

Protection Against New Industrial Wastes

In an effort to prevent the creation of new hazardous damp

sites, Congress passed the Resource Conservation and Re7

covery Act of 1976 (RCRA). This act established a list of
hazardous wastes and requires companies generating these

wastes to label them and dispose of them only through li-

censed facilities. EPA issues permits to transporters, reey,-

eters, and storage facilities which handle these special
wastes.

-Protection Against Chemical Waste Dumps

'Through the.treation of the "superfund," part of the Com-
prehensive Environmental Response, Compensation of Lia-

'bility Act of 1980 (CERCLA). Congress gave EPA the
power and money to begin cleaning up old Waste sites like

'Love Canal. EPA also has the power, when it can find a re-

sponsible party, to bring suits against companies to recover
the cost of cleaning up sites.



Ihinting such as hazardous Wastes pose '11 particularly diffic3ilt

problem licohuse ---- unlike air and water pollution there i".,-

mucli di samement about the health and envirompentalef-
lects, and abhut what feyels of exposure are potentially harmful.

1 .

Highly sophisticated scientific tools have been .developed to

detect the presence Of even very tiintill.a1V1111A.91: substances

stkh as diox,in. The problem is that, once those' substances are

detected, there is half agreement about how much dioxinmust
be present before it pose a danger. .

If the activism of the 1960s and 1970s represented a first

wave of environmental concern, we aretodayo quite ddifferent
1

point in the debute over pollur ins and protection. fierlydetmles

about 'the environment were o tei .plinttred between thOse:who .

considered themselves "for" t 0 environment, and -those who,

were perceived as "against' t. If is easy to point the finggrot.

blame for environmental pot union at business and industry, and

to insist that they Must take Steps. to clean it up. But all of us
consumer \Ind producers alike -7-!--- arc responsible for pol-

lution, and we will have to act together if we want something

done about it. - -7.

". Whereas the envinmmental debates of a few years ago

typically proceeded as if the choice were between pollution and

no pollution. today's environmental debate focuses more real;

-istically and fruitfully, on the trade-offs required foachieve higher

vironment, just as it costs something to hay

leenvironmental standards. It Costs SOIllethill 0 c- a dein'
)thcr goods

tvvvant. If we want a cleaner environment we Ye to pay

for it, directly or indirectly, as consumers or , gyers. The

gitAis from mitring gpvimnmental standards need to he balanced

against their costs.
Public debate about pollution and protection is particularly

important now because Congr8s will be making,.an unusual

number of deeisioAs about environmental policy over the ne-xt

two years. It will be reexamining and reauthorizing a series of

' environmental laws -----on such matters as clean air, clean water,

and the .regulation of insecticides. It will be particularly con-
cerned with hazardous wastes because three related decisions

have to he made: about the reauthoriiation of the Re-

source Conservation and ,Recovery Act (RCRA), the law
.

designed to halt the irresponsible storage and disposal of haz-

ardous wastes; about the "Amerfund." the (and designed to pay

for cleaning up hazardous waste dump sites; and about corn -.
pensating victims who claim to he harmed by chemical hazards.

. Tti some extent, congressional debates will address tech-

nical matters such as the importance of pretreafin,g, industrial
, .

wastes that arc dischargedintointinicipal sewers. These tech-

nical questions about how best to achieve certain goals are less

important mattersforcifiZens toonderstanid and debate than the

underlying questions about what we should bedoing. Our par-
- ...

'pose in thi.' issue book is to lay out three ehoices on environ-
,

mental protection. to explain their significance, and to present
.,d.

different points of view on each of them. . .

Which Risks Are Acceptable?
NiThe firsNItheSe three choieNarises out esf the recognition that

there etre degrees of risk and degrees of safety. People disagree

about what is hazardous, and about the meaning of "adentihk:

protection. hilt -the definition of what constitutes a significant

or a tiegligi e risk is crucially nnportititt ikdiscussiOnS ahotit

tile environment, d5termining what is acceptable, and what is

. intolerahle\s a judgment that weinust make. Scientists can tell

7 us something about therlikoltood and the severity of the risk

- posed by jmrticulnr substances, but.theycannot tell us ytthether

that isiticeeplable. This is not an arcane debate over scientific`

evidence but a fundamental policy choice.
There is no Nal argument-about the desirability of pro-

tecling the environment. But therq are definite tlifferctnces about

where we lotila draw tAc line, how cautious we should be in
defining environmental standards. Before deckling whet. that
line should be drawl), we need to balance the risks posed by

particular substances against1heir benefits. , ' li
- We cdtil&draw the line on safely standards at either'of rtvo

quite different positions, Some people fea that, considering the

potential hazards pOsed by !Amy chemicals, we must choose

as a nation to be extremely cautions,-mid to ptit vonslraints

on the prOducr

!
on of any substance generat%s dangerous.

11

by-prodticts. could decide as a matter of national policy

That unless mann ac\trors (and the Environmental Protection

Agency) are able to jleterinine confidently that a substance and'
its by-products are k that they should be considered haz-
ardoug,Peoplc who take thk position point out teat while the
links between some .envirouniental hazards and diseasete not

entirely clear today, they may become tragically obvious

tomorrow.
Others reply that it is unrealistic to try to eliminate all risk).

Certain risks ate the price we pay for living in a technologically
advanced society. Testing requirements already pose an enor-'

mous burden on industry: If we go zinyfurther, innovation may

be stifled. Besides, the advaatages.of such substances th pes-

ticides td take just on example front the thousands of prod

ucts we take fOr granted far outweigh the potentially hazardous

by-products.
The positions on where we should draw ta line on safety"

standards are elf, rly defined, and clearly. difierent. These are

the-positions that t, shall examine regarding the first of our

choices.

t

Who Should.Be Resodn Bible?

There is a second issue regarding environmental protection, one-

that members of Congress have been debating as they consider

changes in the "superfund." It is. estimated that there itre some

22,0()0 potentially hazardous dump sites acloss the country that

`may pose a serious threat to public health. Cleanup efforts arc

13
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proceeding with moncyrom the -superfund" a fund largely
. paid for byr industries -that generate_ Itizardous byproduct~. As

, ttAngs curreptly stand, individuals who feel that they have been
hartuedby chemical clntamination have a right to sue within
their own states for compensation liut prompt compensation is
by no means assured. A

As we deal with the legacy of hazardous dump sites, one
choic. e is to proceed on our current path. Some people feel that
current cleanup efforts are, if not Miley-satisfactory, the best
that we can do. And they feel that individuals who may have

, been harmed by.cheinical contamination already have a legal
,

mechanism for seeldng damages. .,,r

% Others feel strongly iswhat we have been doing is not
sufficient. They advocate ornate aggressive cleanup campaign,
'and a much larger -superfund," even if it imposes greatercosts
on manufach rers and taxpayerS. They feel. too, it new pity-
celures shqu d he devised to compensate incli 'duals harined
by hazardous wastes, even if tluise expand I riYhtsio ooin-\ .
pensation prove to he quite costly to AM ca'n industries.

What is at issue here is who shoo be responsible for
tiring .the burden of that legacy of hazar ms wastes which is
htiried in dump sites across the country.

What Should We -Do with It?

If our second choice involves assigning responsibility for what
was done in the past. Our third choice has to do with the haz.7-
adults wastes we produce froin now on,-which is quite .a dd.-
ferent matter. Although, people are now well aware of the
potential hazards of chemical wastes, huge, amounts of these
by-products are still produced. The pibleni is that there is no
consensus about what should be done with them, or whether
ocw efforts must be made t\) reduce the amount of such waste
that is producedt

Landfills provide the cheapest way to dispose of hazardous
wastes. In the absence Of incentives to use any other method
most industries will probably. continue to, use this expedient,
even though its virtue-- the ('tics that is relatively inexpensive

may translate over time into high costs and health hazards.
If we continue to put hazardous chemicals into the ground,

we may be inviting future Love Canals. An altornative is to
insist that industries choose safer disposal or treatment tech-
niques. But more careful management costs money. If indus-
tries were required to use other disposal or treatment methods,
the price of their products would be higher, and additional pro-
duction costemight deter further innovation or investment in
those industries.

A third alternative is to take decisive steps to reduce the
quantities of dangerous by-products.even if that requires sub-

.

stantial changes in our cvltisitmption patterns. This is a more
fundamental solution that ould attack the problem at its source.
Environmental hazards mild be minimized if manufacturers

9

t

-or

1

Protected by a mask and-robber clothing, am investigator samples
the soil in Times Beach, 111issour, to determine it' it is- contami-
nated with dioxin.

substituted safer materials. used fewer chemicals to retard spoil-
age, and so forth. The Yuest ion is which conveniences we would
he willing to forego iit*exchange for a safer environment. So
this third -choice forces us to confront a fundamental question
about.what we owe to the future, Do current consumption and
waste disposal practices jeopardize the health and safety of fu-
ture generations?.

With regard to the gross national by-prOduet, as with other
pressing, issues, there is no easy solution, no "technological
fix," The choices that iiiC"od to be made force us to clarify 110e
only what we want. but also what we are willing to give upin
orderIo achieve higher environmental standards. In particular,
these decisions force us to ask what limits should be placed On
the pursuit of sellintereSt in order to define an environmental
policy that responds to the public interest.

So we turn to the first of our three choices. What is at issue
in ma dtny scions of the waste disposal practices of particular
industries, r the record a the EnviroinUental Protection Agency
in protecting the environment is a question which we all face
in our daily lives: which risks can we live with even if; we'd
prefer not to? How cau4ious should we be? That is where-our
discussion of choices about environmental protection begins.'

, t
I
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Acceptable Risks,
Unacceptable Hazards

I
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tWhat is at issue in the
debate over the
environment are some
basic questions which

different form we
face in ouc daily livq.
Which risks can we live
with, even if we'd
prffer not tot'',
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Few- headlines are so perplexing and alarming as those that

announce4yettanother environmental !ward whether it in
volves,the food we cat, the watbr we drink ,Nhe air we breathe,',,.

car haiards posed by leaks from industrial tins buried behind

nearby factory..Such announcements amupsettingbecause they

suggest that theq May be a great many rook-environmental
hairards Man we expected. Moreover, the items on -that list seem

to be constantly changing. Substances Olaf were used until re-

cently, such as cyclamates formerly the principal' artificial
sweetener in millions of diet drinks -- are banned because of
suspicions that they may cause cancer.

It seems that as we increase ow- efforts in enviromiiental
prottction; more and mo .potential. tITI-eittslo our health and

safety are disco\41. Alm t daily, we are confronted with
new claims that some common substance may be hazardous.

Many of thpse announcements am int to little More than fear-
mongering. Some of them carry an o rtone oraread put of all

proportion to the real risk posed to socic by a particular sub-'

stance. Other n?wly identified hazards, k ever, pose a real
danger and demand immediate action. The p blem is distin-
guishing between real and imaginary threats. In c words of
biochemist William Lowrance, "We hardly know ich cries

of 'wolf' to respond to. But we dare not forget that eve in the

fairy tide, the wolf really did come."

Prolific Pests

We are faced quite often with contendj.g claims about envi-
ronmental hazards. Consider, for example, what Happened itt
California in July. 198j. News stories carried accounts of an
angry demonstration in Sacramento, the -state capital. Dem-

.. onstrators demanded that Governor Jerry Brown not allow aerial

spraying of a chemical pesticide called- malathion to kill thee
Mediterranean fruit fly, which threatened the state's agricultural

industry. Many people were alarmed that the state was even
considering aerial spraying of what they regarded as a danger-

ous, potentially cancer-causing chemical. Precautionary notices

that instructed people living is-the affected areas to take such
Measures as closing their windows and washing children's toys

after the spraying op, heightened fears about malathion,
Yet the state's , rmers insisted that the Medfly' infestation

Was quite serious, and that imsneditite action was n;exessary.
First discovered in fruit trees in the Santa Clara *ley. the
Medfly was soon found as well in the lush San Joaquin ValleY,
the heart.of California's agricultural industry. If not controlled,
the Medfly threatened to wipe out entire crops and to -inflict a

deyastating loss on some 400,000 people in the state's agricul-
tural industry. Other measures taken to control this prolific pest,

subh as ground spraying, had been ineffective. It looked as if
the only alternative was aerial spraying of thousands 'of acres
of California crIland. By midsummer, deinands for additional

y measures against tho Medfly intensified, Under.pressure to pro-

14. .
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wet other states from a similar infestation, U.S. Secretary of
Agriculture John R. Block threatened to quarantine. California
prodiice if the Medfly was not brought tinder control.

From the flirmers' point of view, there was no reason not
use malathion, which had proved gffective in controlling

various pests. and is ;afer thim a crop Finnigan( knowk as eth-

ylene-dibromide which might have had to be used if the Medfly
invasion spread. to most of:the fahners, aerial spraying of
malathion posed no greater risk than numerous pesticides that
had been used for years, pesticides that deserve much of tl
credit for the impressive productivity of American agriculture..
Without pesticides, crop production would drop substantially
and prices of agricultural goods would be higher. The farmers
wanted protection both from the Medlly -invasion and from fi-
nancial ruin; and they were convinced that malathion would
provide that protection.

Yet the opponents of aerial spraying made what appeared
to he a convincing case. They objected that it would threaten
the state's residents in three ways: ti); Melnik& skin contact,
and throughcomakpination of water supplies. They insisted that

it would lead to sevare, health problems, and got experts to srak

Dill against it. Dr. Sumner Kalman, 1i professor of pharmacol-
ogy at the Stanford University School of Medicine, testified
that aerial spraying posed an imminent danger to public health
and a special danger to newborns. Kalman concluded that "as
more studies are done, malathion will be proven to be cancer-
causing.

But other experts, such as Dr. Ephraim Kahn, chief of the
epidemiQlogical studies section of the California Department of

Health Services, came to 'quite a different conclusion: Kahn

said that Kalman's testimony, and that of other experts who
spoke out against aerial-spraying, represented "very poor sci-
ence and a strictly alarmist position. 'His office issued a report

to California residents ,ndieating that aerial spraying.of mala-
thion would not be harmitiLlo the state's residents.

So the experts .disagreed with each other and the. public
was polarized. The :s lute.~ farmers felt that there was a grave
threat to their crops and their livelihood, and saw no reason to
refrain from using a pesticide that seemed to pose no special
hazard: Speaking on behalf of a group called the Consuiner
Coalition for Health, Jay Feldman said that in the face of such
scientific disagreement about pesticides, people should "realize



'there is pu, real
argument about the
desirability of
prUtecting the
environment. But there
ore definite differences
about where we should
draw the line,-how
cautious we shouldbe
in defining,
euvironmentoi
standards. ''
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At issue in. California was whether, considering the
risks posed by the Medfly, it was'necessary to resort
to the use of pesticida to-protect agricultural prod-
ucts.

12

that the burden is on the-public to prove that aerial, sprayingl
would pose a'health problem." From the point of view of the

advocates of ile(tal-Vraying, its benefits would far Ottiweigh
any slight additional risk that might be posed!

But the opponents of malathion took. (pike a different po-

sition. In light of its potentially grue4ffects. especially the
possibility that irmight cause cancer, theioncludcd that the
only prudent course would 'be to assume that it is hazardous

until it is clearly estabMhed that it is not and to call off the .

aerial spraying.
Finally, however, GoVemor BroWn appri,) the aerial

spraying and the Medfly:invasion was brought under control.

But the *bate cotinued about whether Malathion 'posed an

Unacceptable risk.

Dififernt Judgments tn Safety
The hitter conflict that took' place in California illustrates ifii
tension between two Opposing positions on envjr inieptal proS.

section. Neither side dismisses the importance of 1 ,ironMentill
..

protection. But each side makes a different judgment about
safety. Whether the topic is pesticides; Water pollution, acid
ruin, or groundwater contamination, the basic question is'Where

we should draw the line on ?ilety standards.
Deciding where to draw that line is one of the basic re-

sponsibilities of the Environmental Protection Agency. When
Congress drew up the Resource Conservation and Recovery Ad

off 19Th, for example, it instructed the EPA to act when there

is an "imminent threat to publiC health." The Toxic Substances
Control Act directs the EPA to prevent "infi-easonable risks''

.. -
to health. In its section on hazardous pollutants. the Clean Air

Act directs the agency to-provide "an ample margin of safety.i.
In certain cases, Congress has specified which climicals

arc to be regarded as toxic. One section of the Clean Water Act.

for example, contains a list of water toxics. Generally, however,
the EPA is left to decide how much risk to allow, and where
public safety standards shoukl be get. It is responsible, among,,

/other things, for determining which chemicals should be on its
hazardous substances list, and *Inch everyday products such

as paint should be considered dangerOus when discarded, -

Decisions about -which-substances will he considered haz-

ardous, and which immong them pOse the greatest threat. nre

fundadiental to the entire environmental protection effort. With
the assistance cif its Science Advisory Board, the EPA is con-
stantly conducting studies to deterni-ie how much of a risk
certain substances pose. This year, for example, the EPA 'is
developing criteria to determine 'cleanup standards for hazard-

ous dump sites. It .is reevaluating Air quality'criteriii for ozone

and ,lead. It is defining new guidelines for land-disposal facil-
ities. And it is conducting'risk assessments on several dozen
ehenical substances, 0 all the decisions made-by public poi-

_

icymakers,. few affect us so directly as decisions about _what

.t
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constitutes an,- environmental hazard, and few are so
controversial.

In the words of EPA Administrator William Ruckalshaus,
"The public thinks we know what u,l the bad pollatants'are,
precisely what adverse health or mvironmental effects they
c-ause, how to Imo-mine them and control them absolutely. We

do ISiow a great deal about sonic pollutants, and have cArtrolled

them effectively. if this were the ca.Wfor all pollatants_we
could breathe more easily in both senses of the phrase.-

The Testimony of Scientists

yy ny is it so difficult to identify environmental hazards? As
illustrated by the Mealy incident, when questions arise, iibout
environmental decisions. people commonly turn to scientists,
who arc called in to testify about wile risks pose a hazard,
and Which can he safely disregarded. Sciei4ists are called upon

to help make decisions about the Way of everything from
X rays and auto. emiissions to, Idod additives and pesticides.
Their testimony is important because many hazards are not in-
tuitively obvious We can perceive that smoke, which is visible
and smelly, is anair pollutant. We need the help of scientists
to determine that nitrous oxide which is odorless and gen-
erally invisible ----- poses' a real danger, too.

By spixifying the nature of a particular hazard, it severity
and its probability, scientists can often help us to eympare risks,
and thus to determine thich.ones deserve the most urgent at-
tention. With regard to a substance such as phosphOrous, which

is contained in some fertilizers and detergents, scientists played
a major role ii determining how it 'endangers lakes and rivers
by accelerating the growth of-algae andwe. eds. thus depleting
the supply of oxygen. They played a similarly, important role
in explaining why carbon monoxide endangers people's health, 4,,

which led to stricter regulations to reduce carbon monoxi4
poisoning.

With regard to many substances, however, the scientific
evidence does not lead to' a clear determinatioti of what is safe.

That is the reason why experts Who were Called in to testify on

the.effets of aerial spraying of malathion gave different answers.

Studies of the effect of malathion on laboratory animals
provided circumstantial evidence that it might cause mutations,
allergic reactions, orcancd.r. Those studies were the- basis 14
expert warnings that the, spraying of malathion might seriously
endanger the public's health. But the California Department of
Health Services issued a report that came to the opposite con-

4

elusion. "We find after careful. in-depth evaluation,- the report
said, "(hat there willvbe no significant health risk" from the
spraying of malathion.

Opponents of aerial spraying suspected that the report had

been influenced by political pressures. In fact, it represented
nothing more than a different interpretation of the meaning of
inconclusive evidence. In assessing studies of suspected cancer-

.
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Commercial Test* to
Provide Safe Product!
Elixir Sulfanilamide iippeamdon drugstore shelves over
40.years ago.. Available Withouti*seription,. (1;0 medi-
cine was a mixture of.a.popularsiilfadrug and diethylene

glycol, a wlvent used in brake 114d-and antifreeze_ Since

safety tests were not legally reqUired in.1937. none were
performed on ,;:seven.pirits, t f Elixir were

consumed are 107 poop t roll he cube of it.
Today, because o iew tderal,regiilationsaind test ing

requirements it is highly unlikely Oita (abduct such as
`Elixir would reach 'peal drugstores:Miro a..M now-testing
requirements not only for drugs.'but also for food chil-
dren's toys. pesticides(:and a host of ocher prodo

In the case of pesticides, these safety l'eglal

one reason why it takes go long to register rkew.a

chemicals.- It commonly takes as long as ten years, f m

the time initial product research begins to the pit Where
a new product is available for use. During (hitt:Peri-oda,

testing and preparation Al company may investigate and T4-

ject as either unsafe or ineffective thousands of dal:et:lent

Ions are

(tea tural

forMulations.
. ha Order to satisfy

.tion of a new pesticide'

.

A requirements for the registra-

lanufacturers subject new pi-Ott;
(lets to five stages of testing:

,

* Primary screening takes plat -, in laboratories where.
various chemical compounds\ re synthesized and . '
tested tb sect iithey are ,safe Ad useful.

* Secondary screening involves testing these synthe-

sized compounds to develop appropriate applica-

tion amounts and techniques. This takes place in

greenhouses.or do small outdoor research plots.

lc Field testing is conducted to examine the effect of
pesticides in realistic environments on specific
crops, in different soils, and under different
weather conditions.

et .

* Toxicity tests on animals.are used to detect die pos-
sibility as long- or short-term health effects such as

cancer, mutation, or birth defects.
* Finally, the small fraction of chemicals which make

it through the Ititir previmis tests are examined to

determin what residues, if any, they leave on crops
that may be dangerous fbr consumers.

Once completed, the results of these tests are sent.to

EPA in registration packages. 'it) ensure that testing ist
conducted properly, EPA sometimes inspects 'ompany

laboratories. The ltgency then analyzes the test results, .

performs additional tests if they are needed and eventually

decides whether or not the new product can be used safely.
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The fact that so many people continue smoking, despite health
warnings, is.an Indication that individuals willingly take solIktan-

IN risks withlheir health,

-
causing agents on labofatory animal and-reaching a conclusion

about their implications for the ,Ikfety of humans, there are
ancertaiitties at every step. At high 6s:es, malathion cifuses
tumors in lab animals. But what does this tell usibout the likely
impact of .the much lower doses `to which the residents of.the
San Joaquin ValleyWere exposed? Can wt., assume that sub-

stances which affect lab animals in a particular way have a

'similar effect on humans! -

To these crticial qtiestivns, scientists give di Terent an-
\wers. The fact that nuthithion was finally sprayed ( er thou-

sands of acres in California did not conclusively', prove either
side,- contentions. After spraying took place. some .residents
attributed varit'ats medical symptoms to it, and stitlinitted.elainis

to the state in excess of one billion dollars for eompcnsation.

The problem is that reactions to malathion, like most potentially
hazardous substan, mimic other medical problems.-such as

"*Ttre.-4,11.1, 'so it is difficult to say whether they were caused by
. ,

exposure to the pesticide. Furthermore, chronic. symptoms of

exposure to hazardous wa; sstuay not appear for many months,'

or even years. The only ( Image that conid be clearly attributed'

Y

to the spaying of malathion was damage to the finish of thou-

'swig of ears. ;
As much as we would like scientists

e
to be able to tell us

which substances or conditions are luriardous.and which.are
\not, theret is M1.1, vent uneefiaintN about moil enviroinirental

'hazards. Noneftess, 'decisions about which risks arc accept!
able and WW1 are not have to be made. And that is why it is

.

- iinportant.tp try to achieve some consensus about how we

should proceed in the facts of uncortainry.
The debate about safety standards illuminates differing ap-

...nrotiches toward risk itself, as well as different perceptions dr

the trade-OM:required to lichievetigher safety's'tandords. What

is at issitaf.whethet mast potential 'risks should be regarded .

as,--st Until the hazards arc clearly demonstrated or whether
,

they s tit be regarded as tr,izbrdolfs until they ate proved to

safe.
,

Some Risks Are, Worth Taking

One answer to the question of where the line should be drawn

on sakty standards is illustrated by the approach of the Cali-

fornians who advocated aerial spraying. From their perspective,

certain rists arc the price we pay for living in a technologically,
'sophisticated world. Consklering the benefits of literally thou-

: sands of technologies that we -take for granted, those risks art

worth taking. People who support this positiondo not advocate
teelinolbgy at alf costs. Most of them agree that 'where there is
clearidence that a substave is-hazardous, of course it should
be banned. The question is how we should proceed with that

long list of stibstanees that might pose ti hazard. Their concern

is that if we consistently followed the rule "If in doubt don't"
innovation wotild be stilled and we would have to forego many

of the benefits of science and technology.
The premise of the people who take this position is that

while environmental protection% very important, it is not the
onk thing we value. We also want technological progress, a
gthwing economy, and a business climate that attracts investors.

, To take a "zero risk" approadrto public health by trying to
eliminate all substances that pose a potential hazard is both
expensive and unrealistic.

They point out that individuals willingly take risks,and
substantial ones at that. The government, after all, permits vis-

itors to Yosemite Nfitional Park t sky dive from El Capitan
Mountain some 2,(XX) feet into the valley below. Many people

choose to smoke cigarettes, despite the risk of cancer. Aii'd most

people drive autoinobiles., slespip the- fact that some 60,000
Amerieans,die in automobile accidents each ychr. Proponents

sif this position feel that if is inconsistent to go to great lengths

to t6 to eliminate the risks associated with tail pipe emissions,

while at the same time allowing people to accept the far greater

risk of driving-an automtlbilil
Considering that substances such as pesticides and haz-
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ardZais wastes arc associated with the diseases. we fear most

cancer and reproductive disorders suli as birth defects --
undemandable that people, arc so tearail of them. But it may
he unreasonable tci try to ban all agents that might be cancer-
causing. In Itiet..,as the advocates of this position point out, the

evidence on cancer- causing substances is pretty shin. Only alvut

two dozen chemicals have been definitely linked to human can-
cer through epitlemiologicl studies those th examine the
prevalence of flarticular discuses in 'an entire population. And
chemicals are-not the main cause of cancer. In the wOrds of
political analyst Kevin Phillips, "It is time lathe carcinogen
Luddites who would like to regulate or dismantle every sub-
saince which is even distantly linked to cancer in a laboratory
animal to wake up to reality. Nature and heredity produce a
good deal more cancer than cyclamates and chemical poisons.

. -
Indeed, if the government tried to protect us against every

potential health hazard, environmental regulations would no
doubt become far more extensive than they are, today. To take
one recent.example, the EPA is considering a proposal to limit
the power of radio transmitters because of concern that exposure

to the radiationsemitted by such towers poses a health hazard.
Such regulatory efforts indicate to many people that the gov-
ernment 'is simply going too far in its attempt to protect us
against environmental hazards.'

The people who take this position conclude that while en-
vironmental phiection is important, we need 4/be:realistic in
determining which risks are acceptable. In those numerous. in-

stances where there is no more than the suspicion of health or
safety hazikIS-,s we cannot affbrd to stop and wait for conclusive

evidence that it is safe to proceed.

Better Safe than Sorry

As illustrated by the position taken by the people who opposed
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aerial spraying m California, others give quite a different an-

swer to the question of where we should draw the line on safety.
In their view, it is irrelevant whether individuals choose to take
great risks. That, -after all, is their right. What we chooseitado
as a society is another matter entirely: Decisions about such
matters as spraying insecticides or setting standards for the dis-

posal' of hazardous wastes affect everyone in the society. For
that reason, we have to err on the side of caution wt en there
is uncertainty. ,/

People who take a conservative poSition on this issue insist

that it is better to be safe than sorry They recall that one sub-
stance after another has been assumed to-be safe, only to be
bailined subsequently when evidence of its harmful effects be-
came clear. It took decades of research to establish the link
between smoking and lung cancer. If in general we wait for
scientific proof before taking regulatory action, we will have
waited too long.

Finally, for the people who take,this more conservative
position on environmental standards, it is an ethical matter.
They believe that two criteria should be applied when making
decisions about which risks arc acettable. No risk should be
taken when the qUality Of life of future generations might tie
jeopardid. And no risk should be taken when irreversible
damage to the environment' might result. They feel that the
people whZ) propose measures such as the aerial spraying of
malatiiion must he obliged beforehand to prove that they are
safe.

.

No matter which. of the positions you choose, one thing.

is clear. As much as we WO 11,1(.1 prefer to have the assurance of

absolute safety with absolute certainty, decisions have to be
made in areas of great uncertainty about which risks we will
accept as a si2-iety. Determining which risks are acceptable is ,

.not a technicti. 'decision that scientists can make for us, but a
political decision that .we must makelor ourselves.
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Assigning Responsibility
for la legacy of Neglect

Qt
Aware now that there
are thousands of
potential Love Canal
sites across the
country, we are
beginning 'to realize
what it will cost to
clean up abandoned
dump sites. Choices.
need to be made about
who should bear those
costs, and how
individuals should be
compensated for
damagesll

In the 1970s, a series of events at Love Canal, in suburban
Niagara Falls, New York, drew attention to the issue of haz-.

ardour wastes. 13ailt at the turn Of the century by developer
William T. Love as a means of transportation for a model com-
munity that wQs never. constructed, Love Canal has become an

emblem of the deaStating effect of haphazard waste disposal. 34(

The story began in the 1940s, when the flool:;;.r Chemicals

I an0 elastics Corporation, gtarted dumping some 22,(XX) ton of

ehemical:wasfoslino the cnnn and burying other toxic inat-
ripls nearby: : en 1953, Hooke urned the Site over to the local

boOrcf- of education, which filled the ditch and constructed a
school on the property. Despite clearly visible Pools of chemical
contopinalion, families who moved into the area were pleased

that the field next to the new.sehool providedAvation area
r--\ /-for their children. ...

But the children who Played Aire sometimes came home
_

with hard pimples on their bodieslfhen more serious health
symptodis began to appear. Residents of thcnrca who had pre-

viously been healthy now had headaches, nervous disorders, or

unexplainable s.dizpres. An unusual number of respiratory prob-

lems were reported, especially among t e people who lived
closest to the canal, where the air smelle like moth balls and

weed killer, and chemicals seeped into pecii. le's basements. Both.

people and Met pets were kroubled by ras1 es and skin lesions.

Even worse was the unusually high incidence of birth defects.
Infants were born with extra fingers and toes: odic child was
horn with two sets of teeth: It got so bad, as one resident of the

community later told a Senate subeqmmittee, that when a child
was bort4eople didn't ask "Is it a boy or a girl?" but rather

"i` it non-nal?"
When the results of a state-conducted health study of the

area and .its residents were released in May 1978, it became

clear just how abnormal tte situation was. There was evidence

that more than 80 chemical compounds had been discarded in

the area, including benzene, chloroform, and substances con-
taining both PCBs and dioxin. The health inventory showed
that residentstof Love Canal were unusually prone to cancer,
miscarriages, and an assoftment Of other afflictions.

,

In August 1978, the area was declared unsafe by the state.

When Love Canal was designated a national disaster area soon
after, the govetinient stepped in to purchase the homes of
hundreds of area residents, and help them relocate.

A Dangerous Legacy

Even befure Love Canal was declared a disaster area there .was

enough concern about chemical residues to prompt Congress

to pass the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act of 1976.

That act Owe the EPA the power to tell manufacturers how they
shbuld dispose of theWwaste materials. Another law passed in

1976, the Toxic Substances Control Act, required nianufai::-

turers to tes't potentially dangerous chemicals before thex are



put on the market. Both laws would help to eonhol additional

hafardcnts wastes, But neither come to terms with-the legacy
ot dangerous chemicals that haNie been oozing from under the
nation's carpet.

Love Canal nrovidcd a shocking example of the magnitude

of the problem facing -the nation as- -it figirys out what to do
about the result of decades of neglect. Iltwit was only one
exiimple among mart In the words of Eckhardt C. Bea, an
EPAregit$nal admitristratefin the I 970t,"We havqearted quit
Love Canal was merely The first detonation of a string of chem-

ical time bombs literally,mrewn heroes the nation." Today, it
.

is estimated- that some 2,000 abandbned waste dumps exist
across the covry.,14i4PA has compild a national priority
I's)" of 546 sites represent a particular threat to ,public

liealth and require quick remedial action.
Concern -generated 1)y the publicity about Love canal was

ie of the chief reasons why, in 1980, Congfess enacted a new

, w specifically designed to hasten the cleanup effort. The law
proJided 'a fund of, $1.6 billion a "superfund," financed
largely through a tax on the Oetrochernical industry with
which the EPA could step in and take remedial actions where
toxic wastes pose an imminent' hazard to public health, The
7superfund" is designated for us- if no responsible partythe
owners of-a site, the transporters \)r'gerierators of wastescan
he identified. When a responsibl party can be identified, the
EPA tiles suit to recover costs of ante removal or remediation.
jinder this kind of arrangement, Mc; Occidental Petroleum Com-

puny llooker C'hemical's parent
to pay $15 million to cover part of
Love ('anal area,,and in doing s4)

.ompany agreed in 1982

the cost of cleaning up the

resolved the first of fixer
lawsuits brought against it by the El

The Question. of Compensa on

But what about the individuals and lam

wastes'? Because of the hazards they hat

of the residents at Love Canal had to 1.
medical expenses.; SOUK lost wages bee

by toxic exposure., And the value of their

All told, thep experienced area( deal o
not (6 mention the mental anguiSh of not
thins, might show up in the future.

As things currently stand, the only w
feel they have been harmed by chemiCal
compensated by the firms responsible for cm

is to take then) to court, which is what 1,4(
idents did when they tiled suit against 1-look

Ifowever, several obstacles confront a
compensation in this way. The first is that vie
establish that their injuries were directly cat
chemicals, which is a difficult task ,because
chain.of causation between exposure to ehemic

its harmed by chemical

been exposed to, many

iy large out-of-pocket,
use-of illness caused

roperty was reduced.

iain and suffering
flowing what Milk-

iy that people who
lump sites can he
iting those hazards

.1 Love 'Canal res-

r Chemical,
yone who sAeks
ms must clearly

-ed by harmful
the uncertain

tls and the ap-

a
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pearance of medical symptoms. The danger posed by hazardous

chemicals depends upon the level of exposure, its duration, and

the individual's state of health as well as the extent of exposure

to other potentially dangerous substances. What the plaintiff
has to prove is that a particular symptom such as cancer is not

an act of God, but the 'direct result of 'negligence on the part of
the company which discarded the chemical wastes.

The plaintiff also has .to show thank' company acted ir-
.. resPonsibly or illegally. In many such suits. the firm's response

is that it should not be held respdrisIble fbr a consequence that

could not have been predicted. when the chemicals were
discarded.

A further complicating factor for individuals seeking com-
pensation is that. there is a statute of limitations that requires
cases to be filed within a few years of the time the injury takes
place. Yet the symptoms of toxic exposure often do not show
up until years later. individuals may not diiscaer th'at they have
suffered ill effects until long liner the statute of limitations
expires.
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Where Are the "SuPerfund" Sites?
The EPA has completed cleanup efforts at six sites:

State .

*Georgia
Maryland
Michigan
'Mississippi
Ohio
Pennsylvania

.

City.or County- Name of Site

Athens Luminous Prov titieS,

Baltimore Chcmicaj Mei I Industry
St. Louis Gratiet

Wideott Chemicals Warehouse
Chemical Minerals
Butler "Bowl

ounty Golf Course.'

Cie eland
Pittston

EPA's National Priorities List, compiled with the help of state environment officials, catalogues more than 5
notion's most dangerous hazardous waste sites. These are sonic of the sites that lire particularly hazardous.

State

Alabama
Ariiona
California
Colorado
Delaware
Florida
Illinois
Indiana
Iowa

Kansas
Kentucky
Louisiana
Maine

Massachusetts
Minnesota
Mississippi
Missouri
Montana
North Dakota
New Hampshire
New Jersey
New Mexico
New York .

North Carolina
Ohio
Oklahoma
Pennsylvania
Rhode Island
South Carolina
Smith Dakota
Tennessee
'Texas

Utah

Vermont
Virginia
West Virginia

City or County

Huntsville
Globe
Riverside

Boulder
New Castle
tulip
Waukegan
Seymour
Council Bluffs
Arkansas City
Dm-As
Darrow
Gray
New Bedford
Si. Louis Park
Flowood
Ellisville
Silverbow Creek
Southeastern
Nashua
Pleasantville
Albu4nergne
Oswego

Hamilton
Ottawa
McAdoo
Coventry
Columbia
Whitewpod
Memphis
La Marque
Salt Lake City
Burlington
Roanoke
Point Pleasant

Name of Site

Triannaffennessee River
Mountain View Mobile Home Estes
Sringfcllow Acid Pits
Marshall
Tybouts Corners Landfill
Reeves South East Galvanizing Company
Outboard Marine Corporation
Seymour Recycling Corporation
'Aidex Corporation
Arkanos City Dump
Valley Of The Drums
Old tnger Oil Refinery
McKin cOmpany
New Bedford Harbor
Reilly Tar and Chemical Corporation
Flowood

,Ellisville
Silverbow /Dee i: Lodge

Arsenic Trioxide Site
Sylvester
Priee's Landfill
South Valley
Pollution Abatement Services Corporation
210 miles of rortdway
Chem-Dyne Corporation
qtr Creek.'
McAdoo Associates'
Picillo
SCRDI Bluff' Road
Whitewood Creek s
North Hollywoeki Dump
Motco Corporation
hose ,Park. Sludge Pit
Pine Street .Canal
Mathew 's Electroplating
West 'Virginia Ordnance

of the
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Due to these factors, fit) to the Mir and expensesof !hi-
gat -cessful prosecution Of danlagi....-.s caused by ex xar
to flit ardotk Oti(s,te 4,ttnItio and often unsucc61

..,.,., .

Ito-

cess, As of the si:inier of 198,1,-- six years after Lov nal
.N,

wi declared a disas4r area -c -nopione had yet bee pat( by 4

Hooker ChenpritQo scaltuf 0000 44$1; g h t 'a (anti., l ii ilbtt teritesidclus of the area That is what ateerns [atop[( who r
compensation (Orli rm caused by toxic chemicals s a serious
matter o social justice. ,
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. question is which hazan'Is insan industrial s ettfrotti
be borne by individuals, which by the partiesrosponsibkr fot

reatin the azard, and which by the society as a whole. No. .
one who experienced the anguish of the Loye Candi residents
could deny the human:cost of exposure to toxic 'Chemicals,
which persuades some1people that additional mensur'es must be\
takeurto prevent identical problems from occurring in the futitre.
But there are strong arguments against changing the existing.

cleanup and compensation system. Let us examine these choices,

and the arguments for and against them.

Victims and Their Rights

Many people feel thikexisting procedures for compensating
victims of environmental pollution, such as the residents of
Love Canal, are simply inadequate. Victims of environmental
hazards were involuntarily exposed to ,ubstances about which
they were uninformed, yet when they sfek compensation for
damages ley face formidable barriers. There is substantial sup-

port for Minimal measures to ensure that individual's harmed
by hazardous wastes are fairly compensated.

Some of the proposed measures would lower existing legal
harrictrs. It has been proposed, for example, that tile statute of
limitations be changed in such cases, so that individuals ex-
posed to hazardous wastes would have three years to tile suit_
front the time when medical symptoms arc first discovered, not

as is currently the case.-- from the time of exposure:which
is often melt earlier.

Another proposed change in legal procedures would shift
t1ie burden of proof from the person who claims injury, who
currently has to show conclusively that exposure to chemicalS
caused medical probleiiis.' If this change were made, the plain-
tiff would he required only to show evidence that "tends to
establish" a link between exposure and health effects. After
that. the defendant the company accused of dumping-- would
have to prove that exposure did not cause the illness. It is a

subtle but important change that would' make it easier for people
who claim damages from chemical hazards to win their suits.

In addition to these legRI changes, advocates of greater
protection for those harmed by exposure to toxic substances
feel that a trust fund for victims should be established, and that

it should be financed mainly by the industries responsible for
dangerous .by-products. This is what is done in Japan, for ex-

\Mv,1(6P,

"It'spot right for
people today to sit in
judgment by today's
standards on what
manufacturers did 20
*or 30 years ago. That's
worse than,Monday
morning
quarterbacking."
Michael Rcichgut, Director
of PubliTelations,Occidental Petroleum
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Already alarmed by other dangerous chemicals found in Love Canal, the fears of local residents were

heightened in 1978 when dioxin wits discovered there.

ample, where individuals receive certain benefits when it is

determined that their ailments are caused by pollution. Reve-

nues for the program are raised by taxing the industries re-

sponsi0e. for environmental hazards.
A similar system was proposed country when Con-

gress devised the "superfund- in IOW. A version of the bill

proposed by the e set as0e one-third of the fund --whose
costs are largely id for by the chemical industry to com-

pensate vi aims for out-of-pocket medical .expenses and lost

wages. Many opposed the amendment at the time on the ground

that the fund would quickly be bankrupt because so many in-
dividuals would demand benefits from it, and the amendment
was finally deleted from the bill. To the advocates of expanded

victims' rights, however, an industry-tinanced trust fund like
this is a measure worth reconsidering. It would provide com-
pensation far more truickly and reliably than. the tortuous legal

process that victims now have to'go through.

A Flood of Litigation
Others have serious reservations about such proposals. They

are concerned that measures intended to provide additional
compensation might lead to spurious suits alleging damages
caused by environmental pollutants. The Chemical MaitufaC-

tuners Association has-testified to Congress that in most cases

where epidemiological studies have been conducted near waste
disposal sites, the incidence of cancer is nOt unusually high.

is understandable that a person living in thc'vicinity of a fact(
that produces carcinogenic by-products who contracts cancer'.
would tend to blame it on that firm. But cancer has many causes,
and it is both inaccurate and unfair to blame it on any one factor

or chemical-producing factory.
That is why many people feel that existing legal procedures

should nolbe changed. The underlying principle of the Amer-
ican legal system is that the defendant in this instance the

company charged with endangering pedple's health by dumping

chemical by- products --- is innocent until prorettguilty. If, as
some` people are proposing, the burden of proof were Changed

to require companies to demonstrate that exposure to certain

chemicals did not cause the illness, it might encourage people
with unrelated medical problems tO initiate suits against chem-

ical companies.
Spokesmen for the chemical industry ask,whether, in the

nitme of ensuring victims' rightsto compensation, we might be
inviting a flood of litigation. If that *pens, the main benefi-

ciaries would very likely be lawyers and not the people harmed

by exposure to chemical wastes.
133, way of illustration they recall what has happened in

.1



the asbestos industry. Over Hie past two decodes, it has become

increasingly .clear that asbestos an insulating material that
rah widejy used because ot its tteat-resistant qualities creates',
health hazards for those who breathe or swallow its fibers. As
the medical evidence has ticl.`.umulated. 'more and more claims

have been made against manalticturers. It is estimittied that there

are currently sline 20,000 outtaliding court claims against the
mamfacturers of asbestos, and the average award for recently
settled cases comes (0 more than $300,000. A . group of nino
former manufacturer-col' asbatos recently issued figures show-
ing that for every $5 paid by the_aompanies for settlements. only

$1 ended up in the hands,sofilie people claiming damages. The
,

rest of it went to attorneys for legal exPebses
Whether the money from those settlemeats goes to lawyers

or vietimsjhe sum of the claims against the manufaCturers of
asbestos is so.staggeringly higir that the .Johns-Manville Com-
pany fords, ly the leading manufactnrcr of asbestos de-

- dared blnkruptcy in 1983. That decision sent`shudders through.

the chemical industry as,people contemplated the impact (.1. a

wave of lawsuits on other manufacturers..And it left many
dividuals who had filed suit against Johns-Manvilke wondering
whether.they would receive any compehsatio4:

When considering additional measures to provide. coni-
pensation, one of the things to keep'in mind is whether their
actual effect is likely to correspond to their intention, and whether

it is fair to impose a huge additional cost on certain industries
--a cost thaA01141a push up the price of products, and discourage

both investment and innovation.

Accelerating the Cleanup

Beyond the question of compensating individuals for damages

caused by exposure to hazatdous wastes, there is the broader
question of whether the cleanup of toxic sites is proceeding fast

enough. Critics contend that despite the "superfund," cleanup
efforts have been proceeding very slowly, While the EPA has
begun remedial action at ninny of the nation's 546 worst sites,
it has so far completed cleanup activities at only six of those
sites.

Meanwhile, there is increasing evidence of damage to peo-
ple's health from the sites that remain. In San Jose, California,
the rate of heart in infants horn to mothers who drank
water contaminated with trichltiroethane is significantly higher
than the nationwide rate. In rural Hardman County, Tennessee,

a .signilicant number of people Who drank ehemicallyontam-
Mated water have symptoms of liver damage. And scientists
have determined that children in Michigan who have antia--
usually high leyel-apolybrominated biphenyls (P1311.0 in their
fatty tissue have decreased intellectual capacity as a resit. Be-
cause. the toxic substances in the ground and t water supply
pose a clear health hazard, critics insist that a orough cleanup
effort must he one of the nbtion's priorities. .

1"BeyondBeyond the question
°of colnpensating
indiyiduals for
damages causqd by
:exposure to hazardous
wastes, there is tho
broader question of
whether the cleanup of

I toxic sites is
proceesding fast
enoupth.

1

But what is a realistic price tag to put on the cletinup effort?

When the "superfund" 'was first autheriied, that was the,ques-
tion facing legislators who were given very different estimates

of cleanup costs. One study done 14 the EPA estinved that
cleaning up all, of the priority sites. such as Love Canal w ld
cost anywhereirom $3.6 billion to 44 billion, depending pon
whether wastes were removed from the site orsimply treated
to mike them safe. 'OW groups', such as the. Council on VA-

- vironmental Quality, estimated 1114 cost of cleaning up,the prior-

ity sites at a much higher level. In 1980, Congress decided on

a "super-14nd- of $1.6 billion over a five.-year.period.

Becailse the "superfund"*(11.0(pire in 1985, thoquestion
of how much money should be devoted to the cleanup ellrt
has. been raised once again. Critics of the cleanup effort are

convinced that the fund should-15e reauthorized at at:ouch higher

level. Most of them feel that cinee industry was the main'ben,
elieiary of the elAp disposal prktices of'the past, it is-appro-
priate to ask1/4industry to continue to pay most of,tht cost of
cleanup effort

)s.

Essentially, that is what the House 'Ways and Means Com-
mittee proposed in August 1984, when itrecommended a `:su-
perfund" six times larger than the existing onea "suOerfund"

17
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that would provide the Environmental Protection Agency with
more thin) ten billion dollars from 1985 to 1990 to clean up

abituuloned waste dumps. Roughly half of that amount would

be paid from taxeson chemiCal manufacturers.. The rot timid
be paid, in roughly equal measures, by a tax on cards oil and

from general revenues'-- which is to say froi our tax dollars.'

Costly Case'of "Chemophobia"

Claiming that many people have developed "chemophobia" --
an unreasonable few- of chemical substances ale chemical

industry opposes a much larger."superfund," and argues that

its costs exceed What is reasonable and ndessary to mitect the

public's health. Even the opponents of an expanded "super-
fund" acknowledge that there were difficulties in gelling cleanup
efforts started a few 'years'ago. But they feel that progress over

the p4Irulevi yea's hulk, that the nation is coming to grips
'with that hazardous legaey: In each of the pastiew years, the
EPA has taken more remedial actions than-it did in the previous

year. And the number of volumary,cleanup efforts on the part

111

of the chemical induStry is increasing quite rapidly.
The Monsanto-Chemical Company, for example, has sub-

stantially expanded its environmental prdtection efforts. This
year Monsantb will spend five million dollars for the cleanup

of a dump-site at its Delliware River plant in Bridgeport; New
Jersey. The company's budget for waste site cleanup in 1984 is

about $25 million, evidence' of the company's commitment to
reduce toxic,,hazards and its willingness to make Web efforts

without governmental coercion.
Spokesmen for the chemical industry point out that oven

at current levels the "superfund" imposes a heavy burden.

Chemical firms have paid about $1.25 billion into the fund over
the past five years. Just 12 companies paid almost 70 percent
of that amount: And that is just a part olsWhat industrypays for

environmental protection.. The "superfund" pays. for cleanups

only when no responsible party can be identified. Other funds

are paid by 'chemical manufacturers who perform or pity for

cleanup work directly. In addition to what they are paying for

remedial work on.dump sites, 'chemical firmslike most Amer-

ican industries`----, are paying quite.a bit for other antipollution

effortS,
In the words of a statement from the Chemical Manufac-

turers Assdtiation, `-`the chemical industry has been committing
massive' financial resources to the nation's waste site cleanup

program. With our tax and liability payments that are, certain

to continue into the (suture, we hope that Congress recognizes'
that our industry is paying dearly fpr the 'superfund' program."
Rather than imposing a much higher "supetfund"lax--1 tax
almost four times higher than whatthe industry has;be paying

as the Houseyays and Means Committee has proposed, the

Chemical Manufacturers Association argues that society as a

whole should pay for the cleanup effort. After all, the public

benefited' from the relatively cheap products that were available

in the past when industries were not obliged to spend so much

on environmental protection alms.
° Most of the, people who oppose a larger "superfund" be-

lieve that a more promising way to clean up the toxic legacy is
to encourage:voluntary clepups. One such .:tort provides an

example of an alternative' modelr privato.,:- nonprofit group

called Clean Sites is now at workfroviding assistance to corn
panics in their efforts to clean up hazardous waste sites. The

people who formed Clean es feel that antagonism.towaid the

petrochlrmical industry has become countoprodactive. The threat

of prosecution by the EPA, :and the damage to a company's

public image that results from such prosecution, is enough'to
convince some firms to try to hide evidence of questionable
waste disposal practices. What Clean Sites represents is a less

adversarial effort toward the same goal. Its founders believe
\ %

that coinpanies should be .encouraty.,q114 come forWard to seek

hElp in cleaning. up waste sites. And that is what Clean SiteS
repreSentS, a cooperative effort involving representatives of the

chemical industry and groups .such as the Conservation Foun-

dation who work together on voluntary cleanup efforts:

Choices about the Cleanup Effort

Six years after 'the events. at 'Love Canal that drfa so much

attention to the danget4s:legacy of fchemiisYal wastes, this nation

faces a choice about Whatshould be done. The question is who

should be responsible:for elcanuji costs, whesheqldividuals'
harmed by exposure' to those wastes deserve faster,and more

adequate compensation .that they presently receive, and what

priority should be attached to the cleanup effort.

One choice is to0proceedOn our current path. As is+ have

seen, some people feel that it il'imreasonable to commit much'

larger sums to the, cksaimp.effort, and that it is unfair to the

chemical industry to expect it to bear most of ,the'financiaj,
burden. They particularly oppose measures that would shift the

burden of proof in matters of comPensation to the chemical

industry, thus inviting a flood of litigation.

.
Others feel that the nation has still not learned the lesson

ofLoye Canal, that the hazardous legaL'y of chemical 'wastes

poses areal danger, and that the longer we wait (o.clean it up
the greater that danger will be. To accomplish the cleanup, far

more money must be available.. And as long as individuals can

demonstrate that they havebeen harmed by chemical hazards,

they should be assured of prompt and adequate compensation.

hi order for that to happen, victinis.of toxic exposure need more

clearly defined rights.
But cleaning up the chemical concoctions discarded in the

past is only part of what has to be done to protect the environ-

ment. Huge amounts of these chemical by-products; :ak still
being produced...Deciding what to do about them poses (a third

set of choices, to whiCh we now ficin.
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Pecidi
the Wastes We Produce
Today
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What To Do about

V

AlmoSt 300 million
tons of hazardous
wastes al-e produced 4

'each year,.put there is
no consenAis about
where those wastes
should go, or what
should be done to
reduce that aniunt.1)

-..
Sinc's Love Canal, and other wilely publicized examples (tithe
hazer, )1- industrial wastes, public awareness of the problem

has increased quite rapidly. In fact, the fear of hazardous wastes

hit risen to the point where it is difficult to' find a community
dal will accept a new storage facility. Across thefountry, there

,..

is strident opposition to the siting and constructioh_of landfills,
whether they are proposed by the state government or by private

companies. While people 'feel strongly that wastes should be
properly handled, they feel even more strongly that wastes
shouldn't be dispOsed of in their own backyards: Partly because

of public resistance. to the siting of new facilities, States, such
.ti Tennessee the ninth largest generator of hazardous wastes
-thave no licensed disposal or treatment facilities. The situation

e.gotso scrim's in Tentu$il e that aleg mmislative committee pro-v:
posed offering a reward of $500,000 lo any community that
would permit such a facility:

Those who propose new disposal facilities point out that
they are not planning, and in any case would not be allowed to
do anything so primitive as digging a hole and simp'y dumping
hazardous wastes in it. Silie the Resource Conservation imp
Recovery Act was passed in 1976, landfill operators have had
to satisfy various requirements. To bit considered secure, and
to prevent chemicals from leaching into groundWaters, a landfill.

should have an;impenetrable bottom. It should be capped' to
stop rain and stwface water from leaching through the wastes.
FurthermonTrandfill tiperalqrs,mnst assume financial respon-
sibility for up to ten million dollars in damages for any accident

or damage associated with the site. And the landfill has to be
monittdred for 20 years to minimi/e.wastes that may escape into

nding area. .. 1,sthe surf-

1-lo over, despite assurances that landfills which meek.those
requi rent~ ire quite a different thing from the haphazard
dump, whi h took place-in the past, most people remind
distrustful, and their skepticism translates into opposition to
waste storage or treatment 'facilities:

.
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"it isn't enough for
citizens to say 'Not in
my backyard.' We
have to begin thinking
about what should be
done with hazardous
wastes."

In Warren County, North Carolina. for example, 52 dem-
onstrators recently went to jail because of their efforts,to block
delivery of soil tainted with PCBs to a state-run duMping site.
When citizens in Wilsonville, Illinois, learned that wastes con-
taining PCBs were being trucked into their area for burial at
what was described by the site's iiperator. the Earth line Cor-
poration, as a "model secure landfill,'' they voiced their op-
position in the courts. Citizens saw no reason why their area
tiould become a dumping ground for other peoples wastes.
Technical experts and state and federal environmental officials
testified in favor of the Earthline Corporation and the precau-
(ions it wiis taking at the Wilsonville facility, But the court ruled
in favor of the residents who initiated the suit. it ordered the
landfill closed, on the grounds that it-constituted a public nui-
sance. What the judge in that case didn't say was where the,,

wastes soutd be taken.
Across the countty, people are registering their concern

about the inadequacy of past disposal practices by opposing
new facilities. In' a recent nationwide survey, 95 percent of the

people polled said that if to landfill facility were *posed for
their community, th4 would. protestthe proposed site or con-

sider Irving.

....

The prothem is that almost 3(X) million tons of hazardous
wastes will be generated by Anwl:ican industry this year. and
it has to go soineWhere. Like garbage, cans, dump sites fill up
after a wile, and new ones have to be found. As existing
landfills ill. proach capacity the problem becomes critical. It is
a problem that is unlikely to be Nolved until a consensus is

reached about whet should be done with Itte.ardous wastes.

Firms that generate hattirdous wastes have several options

regalging those wastes. They can choose the inexpensiroption
of disposing of their wastes in.landfills. They can choose the
more costly alternative of. treatment technologies to make them

safer. Or they can attack the problem at its source by restricting
the production or use of toxic substances in the first place, by
substituting safer materials in.the production process., -or re-
cycling to extract upible materials from wastes.

The decision about which of these options represents the
best way to manage hazardous wastes sounds like a technical

A .
decision. But the underlying issue is not a technical matter at

all. It is a judgment about what represents a prudent balance.. ,

between what is convenient and what is safe. We are faced as,
ti

a nation with the question of Whether more stringent haitirdou

waste disposal regulations should be required, even if they ins -.

pose higher costs on producers and cynsuners. The fundamen-

tal question is how we should act as stewards of the environment,

and what we should d,o to vrotect the health and safety of future

generations.
So let us examine these three alternatives the use of

landfills, the use ofluore sophisticated containment and treat-
ment technologies, and efforts to reduce (110 amount of hazard-

ous wastes producedand ask what each of these alternatives

means in terms of cost, convenience, and potential long-Aerm

hazards.

The Landfill Option
Several years ago; the authors of a study prepared for a congres-

sional subcommittee came to the conclusion that more than 9('.
percent of the hazardous wastes produced by 'the nation's 50
largest chemical- firms over the past three decades-had been
disposed of ill landfills. Until federal requirements were
posed in 1976, land disposal was typically a cheap and fairly
simple matter. A hole was dog in the ground, and drums filled
with chemicals were placed in it. The hole wth their col/era
with clay, to keep rainwater out. .But because clay is not a
watertight medium, and many chemicals eventually corroded
the drums in which tliey were placed, leak often occurred.

New 13P1regalations on landfills were issued in;1983 to

,.. make landfills: )ore gecure and those regulations also-rnade'
.landfills more cOstly.'hven with those new requirements,

ever, landfills remain the chcapegr means of disposing of Ijaz-

((

..

atolls Wastes, and the most er monly Ikea, VeC,v incentives

'exist fot'indtOries to seek otheAlisposal alternatives. .

24.
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To many pebple, a policy that\ encourages firms to rely
upon landfills is- .both shortsighted and dangerohs. Critics of
landfills regard them as inherently unsafe. They arc, after all,
a means of storing hazardous wastes, not a method Of disposal.

No ,mutter what precautions are taken to provide more secure
liners, it is likely that wastes will-eventually leak through and
migtwe'iino the surrTnnling area and the groundwater.

In the eyes of thei?'-critics The strongest argunient against

landfills is that when leaks eVentually occur terdamage they
cause is very costly, far more costly than it would have" been
to use better cli\posal and treatment methods in the first place,

Where groundwater contamination. is Suspected, the cost of a
thorough investigation can run as high as $200,00() and re-
medial actions cost far more. In the case of Love Canal, it has
been estimated that proper disposal and treatment of wastes

according to current standards and practiceswould have cost
just $2 million. Compare that figure to the $36 million spent at
Love Canal for remedial action through/1980, and to the even-
tual cleatmp cost which will be higher still,

Furthermore, much of the burden of cleanup costs falls.
not On the firms responsible for dumping.- but on the general
public. Critics feel that it is safer and more equitable to use,
other waste disposal methods mediOds that would impose
more of the costs of, managing hazardous wastes on the firms

that generate the wastes, and oh the consumers of hazardous
waste-intensive pi;oducts.. 1,

rT

Before cleanup efforts begin at waste Akes, technicians must first
Alteir iative Treatment Methods determine what chemicals are present:

There ar' alternatives to landfills Aich offer more assurance
ofyeFfitS, over the long run. Essentially, thcc alternatives fall'
into two categories containment technologies that arc more
sophisticated than landfills, and treat ment technogies that re-'

the virtue of destroying hazardous wastes rather than providing
a means of storing them,

dues the hazard. One of the options, then-, is to decide that it is too On-
The purpose of containment technolog)s that are safer and gerous to dispose of hazardous wastes. in landfills, to place

ore sophisticated than landfills is to hold wastes so that haz- 'severe restrictions on whic . substances can be disposed of in
anions substances are not released into the enviromhent. The that waj+, and to encourage arms to pursue alternative treatment
British, for example, have developed a method of mixing cc- and containment technologies.
mein With liquid wastes that creates a permanent "prison" for That is what the stole of Califorpia has done. Recalling
toxic cheMicals in concrete blocks that can safely l)e used as a what happened at Love Canal... ysimilar incidents ot chemical
foundation for highways. In this country, one of the most corn- contamination in California, 6. claps in that state questioned
mon containment technologies is the us 0 of underground injcc- - the wisdom of continuing. to rely upon landfills. In 1981, they
Lion wells. Constructed like oil wells with steel and concrete decid&I-to stop using land disposal facilities for hazardous
casings to contain toxic lipids that arc forced down the shuns,
injection wells are used t'y thousands of AmerAn firms.

Treatment technologies offer another atternative. They re-
duce the hazard posed by wastes by cha ing their chemical
composition, In West Germany, for emir c, most of the cotm-.

try's hazardous wastes are detoxified 4'u-eating them with
1...

cheMical neutralizers.' Another means. of detoxifying organic
Ni.

compounds is to reak than down into h uless gases by in-

cineration: Like o her treatment teehnologicis this method has
\

N-
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wastes. As soon as treatment facilities are constructed, landfills

will be used only for the disposal of material that does not
endanger public health or the environment. Wastes containing
pesticides, toxic. metals, PCBs, cyanide, and other dangerOus

chemicals will from now on be banned from landfills.
As part of Cali' romia'yffort to reduce toxic hazards, state

officials devised a series Of incentives to encourage wider use
of alternative. disposal technologies.Ifigher fees were imposed

on the land disposal Of certain substances, And a waste ex-
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"One of our options is
tg decide that landfills
are simply too
(umeral's, and to
encourage firms to
pursue alternative
treatment and
containment
technologies."

alternative means of disposing Of dangerous chemicals.
Yet to outer people, a step in that direCtion represents an-

other example of government's mgullitor-y- burden, and its in-
terference with the marketplace. People who take this position

feel that in 'the ,name of poblic safety, government has already
imposed too many restrictions on the nation's businesses. Ilheir
main objection to alternative treatment methods is, quite-sim-.

ply, that they are more expensive, Even the incineration of
hazardous wastes, which is not as expensive as other t ent

Aechniques, 'cost§ about twice as much as'burying the ,ame
v chemical wastes in landfills.

Fitrthehnore, as state and-federal restrictions on waste dis-

posal are ma more stringent, it is entirely possible that more

firms will rest to "midnight dumping." As waste generators

and haulers try t skirt the problems posed by government re-

strictions on waste disposal, illegal dumping is alrchdy a growth

industry. The methods of clandestine dumpers are often disarm-

ingly simOle: Some unload chemicals into dumps lillitOltt
equipped to handle only, hodsehold garbage. Truckers carrying
hazardous liquids sometimes open their spigots as they drive
down the highway. In one recent case, dangerous chemicals
were Mixed with fuel oil, which was used to heat apartment

buildings in New York City. People opposed to further restric-
tions on what conipanies may do with their chemical by-prod- '
ucts arc convinced that father regulations would result in
increased "midnight dumping" and that would create a greater

haz#rd to public health.
,

01change was organized to assist generators-of hazardous wastes

in finding recycling opportunities.
As a nation, we might follow California's example and

sharply restrict the materials that On be ditinped in landfills.

. Various -incentives could be devised to encourage the use of
--4- .
'::;;altemativettreatment methods. AlthoUgh EPA officials have re-

cently indicated that they arc considering measures to discour-

age the land disposal of many toxic wastes and to encourage

Mier methods.sueas high-temperature incineration and chem-
i

ieal treatment, there arc not currentlyinany incentives to Amer-

ican firms to use these alternatives.
Because some people are convinced that toxic chemicals

in landfills pose a taiard that cm ,o longer be ignored, the
question of whether firms shotild I required to seek alternative

disposal and treatment methods has become quitescontroversial.

Critics of landfills feel that Managers of American businesses
who have to keep an eye on short-term profits are chronically
shortsighted'. If the)4 are not reqiiired.to shift to more costly
waste treatmein methods, it is highly unlikely thin/They will do
so. These critics feel thin the only way to proteeNth health mid

welfare and aim, that of future generations is to insist upon

Waste Reduction

Because of their inadvertent effect of encouraging "midnight
dumping," perhaps alternative treatment ntthods or more so-
phisticated containment technologies do, not .provide an effec-

tive mho-native to landfills. Besides, even these more costly
methods are criticized as. hazardous, The wastes propelled below

the earth's surface by injection wells, for example, are SOMCL

times forced upward again by geologic pressures, where they
contaminate nearby water sources.

There is another alternative which promises a fundamental

sohniorko the problem of hazardous waste disposal, and that
is to attack ttle problem at its source by restricting the amount

of spa h wastes produced.

This could be done by changing the production process in

various industries. In many cases, hazardous substances can be

replaced by safer ones. Asbestos can be replaced With _maw-
made mineral fibers in automobile brakes and other applkcations

where insulating materials arc required. Soap-based detergents

can be used .Kither than alkyl halide as a de-greashig agent

Ghlorimited paralTins can be substituted (or PCB in hydraulic
fluids. In most eaSes, there are certain obstacles to product
substitution, such is the fact that At 'high temperatures the pin-

end oil,which can be Used as.a substitute for PCB is flatimilible:

,
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Not such problems can he overcome, and many people feel that

they are at small price to pay for a reduction in the amount of
hazardous wastes.

Since the 1940s, many products made with natural organic
materials have...been replaced with synthetic ntaterials. In the

home, many wood and paper-based products have been re-
placed with plastics. and synthetic polyesters have pattially re-
placed such natural fibers as b. otton. In industry, the
petrochemical revolution has had an even greater impact, as
thousands of new materials and products have been introduced

that are both convenient and relatively inexpensive. Now that
people are beginning to reglird the price of treating r isposing
of the chemical byfroducts of the petrochemical t iduStry as
part of the cost we pay for their convenience, there is increasing

support for switching back from synthetic to organic materials.
That raises a fundamental question about what we are will-

ing to do as individurills and consume& to protect the environ-
ment. If fewer hazardous wastes were produced, there would
be fewer chemical by-prOducts to Contaminate the environment

and threaten our health. Manufacturers could reducethe amount

of hazardous wastes by substituting different materials in the
production process, by using fewer chemicals to retard spoil-

arid so forth. Just as manufacturers have cut back on the
production of aerosol cans because of heightened consumer
concern about the ozone layer, we could "vote" for a cleaner
environment as consumers by choosing not to buy goods as-
sociated Ali dangerous byllroductst-

.

What would we be willing to give up in order to 'reduce
the threat of hazardous wastes? Would we., for ocample., be
willing to use fewer plastic containers which have (he ad-

vantage of being lightweight and discardatileand to substitute
glass containers, which need to be recycled? Would we be will-
ing to give up literally thousands of conveniences. such as
TV dinners that are sold, cooked, and often served on throw-
away trays, or vegetables that come packaged in a plastic pouch

ready to drop into a pan of boiling water?
The question of which conveniences, we are prepared to

forego is posed most directly by those who advocate recycling
On a much larger scale, Recycling offers a practical means of
reducing the amount of hazardous wastes-but it would require
several basic changes.

A comprehensive yeling program such as the orie Vac-
,

ticed in the Netherlanc requires a "conserver consciousn7s-
cite different from the throwawa ,,

characteristic of American society. It would require new col-.
lective arrangements to encourage industries to swap their wastes

with one another, so that wastes produced in one industrYcould

2ie processed for reuse in another.'
As the proponents of broader. recycling efforts point 'out;

the only way to protect ourselves against hazardous wastes in
the long run is to reduce the amount we produce, and recycling
offers a practical means of doing just that.

)
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'Our theory is that nobody knows It's here, and 'What nobody
knows can't hurt 'em'

Thiee Nikons
So these are three quite different Options. abou what to do with

the wastes we produce today, and they are options whose con:.

sequences affect not just America's industries but the rest-of us
as well. The choice is between the immediately practical alter-
native of disposing of dangerous wastes by using landfills, re-:
sorting to more costly and lechnologiCally sophisticates,
containineyind treatment methods, or taking steps to reduce
the amount of hazardouS substances produced.

There arc many related questions about economic in-
centives and disincentiVes, about new treatment technologies,
about what is required if we choose a more comprehensive
system of recycling, and about the appropriate role of the gov-
ernment in. the task of keeping our nest reasonably clean and
safe. With Nord to each of these questions, we could learn
from the Western European nations which have more experi-

e_irfaltemative waste 'disposal and treatment methOs.
'What we need to do first is to consider whether current

waste disposal practices represent a prudent halancebetween
ourimmediate desire for relatively inexpensive and convenient
goods, and our long-term (*ligation to protect public health and

SafetY. When questions arise about what to do with the wastes
wE prOduee today, it isn't enough to say "not in my backyard."
We have to begin thinking about what shiruld be done with

,
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Defining an
Environmental Ethic

41.

t I We want a healthy
econoiny and
environmental
protection, inexpensive
goods and high safety
standards, Amtiful
jobs and protection r

against future health
hazards. The debate
over the environment is
a debate about trade-
offs and priorities.1)

4

A decade and a half after the first 'Earth Day" and the for-
mation of the Environmental Protection Agency, this nation
laces some difficult choice's on the environment. Unquestion-
ably, there is a broader recognition today. that natural systems
inbound togethert complicated ways. Through the recently
recognized phenomenon of acid rain, air.pollution affects water
and aquatic life hundreds of miles from the source of the' pol-
lution. Chemical compoundsboth those known to nature and
those created recently by,the petrochemical industry ---7 move

up and down the food chain, permeating the ecolOgical system,

affecting plipts, animals, and humans in Unsuspected wm. at
As a naAon we have begun to take account of the envil

moment and to regard its protection as a critical national goal.
The environmental laws passed since 1970 represent a general

recognition that limits should be placed on ttie pursuit of self-
interest in order to ensure it level of environmental protection
which is in the public interest.

.. It was that_tcn;ion between what is in our immediAte self-

interest andcwhatis in the public interest that Garrett Hardin
wrote about In 1968 in a compelling essay about "ftie,tragedy
of the, commons." In rural England, as Hardin pointed out, the
traditional practice was for farmers to graze their herds on the
village common . Each fanner knew, of course, that thc was

a limit to the nu ther of animals who could graze on a 61 of
1 land. Out because each farmer's main concern was for c en-

largement of his herd, more and more animals were t en to

graze..in the commons'. Eventnally, the cumulative e 44..\-of

overgrazing destroyed the value'of the commons for everyone.
It is stillt.rue,-as Hardin put it, data "freedom in a commons

..,
brings ruin to all.' But how then should we protect the publics

1 Ocrest and the environmental "commons'"? in Hardin's view
appeals to indiVidual conscience will never be effective by
themselVes. The only realistic remedy is "mutual coercion,
mutini4agreed upon.'; And that is what our forums should, be
about, deciding what environmental !Aides we can agree upOn,.,

even if they impose certain festrictidon our actions its
individuals.

The Environmental Assault

En earlier times and simpler societies, the wAtes duced by

humans Were absorbed .by nature's recycling processe. gutgth.e.

advent of cities posed a -challenge to the. throwaWtiy stem

because the antount of filth, wastewaater, and other pollu s

overwhelmed the capacity of natural systems. Cities, with their
high concentrations of people and the volume of wastes and
excrement they produced, represented on unereceilented assault

on the environment. The'indtistrial revolution and all of the new

effluents it produced represented. an even more. serious assault.

As a result of overloading nature's cleansing powers, cities be-
came seriously polluted and many of Iheir 'residents developed
disease#9ucli as typhoid and cholera as trconsequence, Grad-

7t
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ually, as our forebears in the nineteenth century realized the
high price they were paying for fouling the environment; cor-
rective measures were taken, chief among them the installation
of city sewage sOtems.

In the four decades since the Second World War, the as§ault .

has increased quite rapidly, arid i s accompaniment has been
\* on the environment has acceler (ed. Per capita consumption

increased per capita pollution. Each of us now constimes more

c rgy and more material goodsespecially throwaway gobds.
Ra

r, incasesncitases in the number of automobiles posed a- new
.thr6 to Or quality.

. ii
,hfjc, controlling conventional pollutants is still an issue

today, 4ie most pressing environmental problems of the 1980s
. ,

arissfrom the fact that madly of the substances we have been

discarding are maii-made materials that cannot be naturally re-

cycled. Unlike virtually everything else that humans discirded
in the past, these materials are not biodegracable; they defeat

nature's recycling methods. For that rdItson, dangerous con;
centrations of toxic chemicals build up over time.

The Political Challenge
The duffle, in protecting the environmental "coma ms" is
political as well as 'ntellectual. Decisions need to be mt le Wait

what we should do, and that brings us -back to th choices
,presented in this issue book. Re&ognizing. that higher environ-
mental standards like; otha mai goals-- have a cost,
what measures should be taken?



"We look back on the
Middle Ages and say,
`No wonder they had
bubonic plague. They
used to throw their -
garbage in the streets.'
I just hope that4 the
year 2025 my

,grandchildren don't
look back on thiS
generation and say,

k 'No wonder they had
problems. Look1it all
the chemicals_
carelessly introduced
into the environment,
uncontrol led. "'

- Douglas Costle, lOrmer
EPA Administrator

.se

I

thoseLet us review h three choices and the questions they

force us to confront. The first choice is about where we should

'draw the line on safety standards. Considering the potential
hazards posed by certain chemicals, Must we assume that such

substances an rdous until they are proved to _be. safe? Or

is it unrealistic to go :o far to try to eliminate risks..? ..

far, The second issue regarding environmental protection is the

one that members of Congress have been debating recently us

they consider changes, in the "superfund." Should those who
claim to have been harmill by toxic chemicals have more clearly

defined rights to compensation? Should the petrochemical in..-
$ dustry be taxed at a substantially higher.level to pay .for an

accelerated cleanup effort? One choice is to decide that recent

efforts are satisfactory, or at least the best we can dO considering

our other goals as a nation and the resources they require. An-

other is to substantially redefine victim's- rights,. and tg attach

a higher priority to the cleanup effort.
Our third choice has' do.with the hazardous wastes we

uce today. We could continue the current practice of putting

hazardous chemicals into landfills, althOugh this method's

vi iethe fact that it is relatively inexpensivemay t , .nslate

er time into high cleanup costs and health hazards, c could

insist that industries choose safer disposal and treatment tech-

niques, even though they ait more Costly and would mean higher

prices. Or we could attack the problem at its source by takitig

steps to reduce the amount of hazardous chemicals produced,

even though that would force us to make substantial changes

in consumption patterns, and impose greater cost and some

inconvenience.
in each instance, the underlying question is how cautious

we should be, and which trade-offs we are prepared to accept

between environmental protection and other national goals.

For all of the technical detail in son iscussions of haz-

ardous substances, containment, treatment and disposal alter-

/ natives, the underlying issue in the debate about environmental

protection is a moral concern,.-This debate forces us to balance

short-term concernsmfitability, convenience, and the main-

tenance of existing consumption standards againstlOng-term

consequences. PreciSely because hazardous wastes remain haz-,..

ardous for so long, they pose difficult questions about what we

should do as stewards of the envircmnent. It has been proposed,

and not fiketiOusly, that what this country needs as much as an,'
environmental protection agency is a grandchildren protection

agency,an agency specifkally chaqed With melon* the im- ,,

pact of current decisions on the future, and lobbying on behalf

of future generations and their right to a clean and safe
environment. - .

What remains for us is to make some chokes about en-
vironmental protection, choices that balance short-term cr.

cerns and long-term consequences..

pro

mo.
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For Further Reading/
A general introduction to environdlental iswes can be found in
the Council on Environmental Quality's Environmental Trends
(Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Oflief; 1981) and the
Conservation Foundation's annual publication, The Surto of The
Environment (Washington, D.C., 1983), Current news .about
environmental issues is reported in Science, the Weekly mag-
zinc of the American Association for the,Adytmccment of Sci-

enee (Washington, D.C.), and the EPA Journal (available from
the Enynmental Protection Agency, Washington,

For a discussion of the environmental ethic, see Footprints
on the Planet by Robert 'Cahn (New York: Universe Books,
1978). A readable. and highly informative discussion of envi-
ronmental risks can be found in. William Lowrance's Of Ac-
ceptable Risk (Los Altos, California: William Kaufman, 1976).
The Sierra.Club has compiled a useful reference book, Hoz'
ardoul Waste in America (San Francisco, California, 982).
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1 i

Reprints.ot the Questionnaire

The Soaring Cost of Health Care t
Bulk Orders.5 1 for $5.00

Jobs and the Jobless in a Changing Workplace , Bulk Orders 5 for $5.00

._ Difficult Choices about F n Vii-omiletual Protection) Bulk Orders , for.$5,00

Videotapes

The Public and Public Policy 1984 - $50.00

(Overview of DPA/NIF and the Presidential Library Conferences)
Format (Cheek one) Li VHS n U7-Matic-
Forum Starter Tapes (10-15 mitre sumntries of all th
issue books on a single video ca!sette) $50.00

General Promotion Publications
Overview Brochure "The Domestic Policy Association 1984" Bulk'Orders 50 for $ 00

Flyer with Order Form "A Different Kind of Vote" Bulk Orders 50. foP$ .00

On Second ThoughtA Report from the Second Presidential Library Conference .50

Posters

4

General Promotion Poster $1.00

Order Department
Domestic Policy Association
5335 Par Hills Avenue
Dayton, Ohio 45429
5 i 31434 -73($)

\_

632

Total Puri:pose $

Ohio Residents add applicable sales-tax $
Shipping15% of total purchase) $/
'TOTAL $

SEND MATERIALS TO:

(Name)

(Oignntration)

(Street Atlilmss)

(nty;titate. Zip)
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2. Difficult Choices about Environmental Protection
Please answer these questions after you have attended the discussiob or read the booklet. Answer them without
reference to your earlier answers. Then'hand in bOth reports to.the forktin moderator, or mail 4txm to the Domestic .

Policy, Association in the attached prepaid envelope. (In case no metope is enclosed, .you can send these pages,
to the Domestic Policy Association at 5335 Far Hills Avenue, Dayton, Ohio 45429.)

Part I:
For each item below, check the appropriate box to indicate if it is something
U we should do now
Li something we should not do under any circumstance

Proposals:

A. Drawing the line on safety:

1. Prevent industry from manufacturing products until it is known that they are Safe
PRO: In the face of uncertainty, we have to err on -CON: Risk is the price of all technological progress;
the side of safety. Many products once believed to if we insist on "zero risk," it will curtail innovation
be safe have turned out to be dangerous

N, 2. Regain; companies to invest in the newest and most effective pollution control
teclailfilogy

PRO: Environmental pollution should be limited to
the greatest extent possible

CON: Such regiiirements would'be costly in terms
of pikes, jobs, and the ability of American com-
panies to compete

Should Should
Do Not Not

Now Do Sure

I

1 1

3. insist on strict enforcement of environmental standards regardless of its effect on
jobs or profits

PRO: Nblic health is a paramount concern that
outweighs all others

'COW We must strike. a balance between controlling
polluti to and other national goals such as ceo-
noniic prosperity and low unemployment

I 1 fl

B. Assigning responsibility for environmental amages:

4.. Chackg e the laws. to make it easier for those whose health" has been damaged by
environmental hazards to be promptly compensated

PRO: Victims have a right to prompt compensa- CON: So many people could Make a plausible claim
non, something that current laws do not provide that their health has been damaged that the courts

would be flooded with litigation; settlepems might
pose an unbearable burden on some industries

5. Make the government, not industry, pay most of the cyst of cleaning up old tin-/
ardous waste dumps

PRO: Wastes are generatelby the production of , CON: Corporations that dumped their wastes bene-
goods which we alt use fited most directly, and they not the taxpayers

should -bear all the cost of cleanup .

6. Expand the cleanup of hazardous waste dumps, even if taxes have to be raised
substantially for both corporations and individuals

,,,

PRO: Cleaning up the hazardous Waste sites around. CON:- Neither corporations nor indivittuals can ol-
die nation requires much more money than is cur- fad to fxty higher taxes
rently devoted to this task

ta.



C. Balancing current costs against potential hazards:

7. Require individuals and corporations to recycle hazardous waster

PRO: The prodnction of these substanees poses a CON: With current technology, rccyeling is both
sever health threat to current and future generations impractical and too expensive

Should Should
Do Not Not

Now Do Sin

I

B. Severely restrict the disposal of hazardous wastes in landfills

PRO: Landfills are intrinsically unsafe and Swill CON: Landfills arc the cheapest nitthed of 4spos-

eventually leak ing of hazardous wastes and they ate also getting
safer and safer

.

9. Prohibit the sale of common goods suchas plastic garbage bags and synthetic fabrics

whose production generates hazardous wastes

PRO: Alternative products are available and we Cat To ban all such goods Would require major
shmild use them Changes in our lifestyle

Part II:

I 1

Check the appropriate box to indicate whether you agree or disagree with each of these statements.
Agree Disagree Not Sure

10. Were not doing nearly enough as a nation to protect ourselves

or the environment from pollution El

11. Existing environmental regulations already pose an unneces-
sarily large burden on many American. industries 0 . Li

12. 1 would be willing to pay inore as a taxpayer or consumer to )ensure a cleaner -a nll safer environment t LI

Part
Background Questions

13. Which of the following DPA activities did,. 16. Which of these age grgups are you in?

you participate in'? Under 18

Read the booklet 0 18 to 29 v

A.t teriled . a forum ' , El. 30 to 44

Both 45 to 64 ,

Neither 65 and over

14. Dia you participate ina DPA forum last year? 17. Are you a man or woman?

Yes Li Man - -[ii
No ., Woman ,

154Dkl you (or will you) participate in DPA ro-
d*, inms on other topics this year?

Yes
. El

No

I



"I know no sqj'e

depository of the

ultimate powers

of the society but the

people themselves;

and if we think

them not enlightened

enough to exercise

their control with a

wholesome discretion,

the remedy is not

to take it

from them, but to

irk form their discretion

by education."
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